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Executive Summary
This report documents the development of the Sonoma Valley Integrated Groundwater Flow Model,
Version 1 (SVGFM V1). The model was developed for the Sonoma Valley Groundwater Management
Program between 2014 and 2016. The Groundwater Management Program (GMP), enacted as Water
Code § 10750 et seq., under Assembly Bill (AB) 3030 and Senate Bill (SB) 1938, preceded the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act of 2014. Development of the SVIGFM V1 reflects the requirements of
the GMP and the best available data at the time of its development. After passage of the SGMA, the
SVIGFM has subsequently been updated to SVIGFM V2 to incorporate newly available data and to
accommodate changes necessary for its use for SGMA. This report does not detail the SVIGFM V2.
A hydrogeologic framework model was created to understand the groundwater system in the Sonoma
Valley, and to underpin the model. The framework helped define important characteristics of the
groundwater model, which include a shallow aquifer generally up to 200 feet deep, a thick confining
layer, and an aquifer that underlies these hydrostratigraphic layers. In the northern half of the model
area, generally north of Agua Caliente, the underlying geology becomes predominantly volcanic rocks.
The model integrated these concepts with 6 layers, generally about 1,100 feet deep in total, within the
model that simulates on a monthly timestep conditions from 1969 to 2014. The groundwater flow
model utilizes MODFLOW One Water Hydrologic Model (MF-OWHM, Hanson et al, 2014), and is active
only in areas along the valley floor, extending from the San Pablo bay to the Kenwood groundwater
subbasin in the north. Following the work of Bauer (2008), mountain front recharge occurs along the
edges of the groundwater model domain. Rates of mountain front recharge are estimated by the Basin
Characterization Model (Flint and Flint, 2013) after accounting for consumptive water uses in the
subcatchments areas. The numerical MF-OWHM model does not cover the entire Sonoma Valley
Subbasin, but together with the mountain front subcatchments areas, the integrated simulation domain
overlaps the entire Sonoma Valley Subbasin. SVIGFM V1 uses the Farm Process within MF-OWHM to
estimate crop irrigation demands. Recycled water deliveries and surface water diversions water are
accounted for, as well as changes in land use type and associated crop water use. Land use mapping
incorporated available data from 1974, 1979, 1986, 1993, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2005 and 2012. Rural
residential demands are estimated through parcel data information, and municipal and small water
systems’ groundwater pumping are incorporated where available.
The groundwater model was calibrated with the following sources of information: groundwater level
hydrographs, streamflow observations, observations of surface-water groundwater exchange (seepage
runs), vertical groundwater gradients.
The total change in groundwater storage from 1969 to 2014 is a decline of 13,400 acre feet with a
standard deviation of 5,600 ac-ft. Groundwater demands nearly increase by a factor of 2.5 from 1970 to
2007, growing from 3,650 acre-feet to 8,800 acre-feet in that period. Agriculture composes a majority of
total groundwater use, representing 55% of the total, with a growth of at least 1,000 acre-feet occurring
in both the subcatchment and the model areas. Simulated inflows from the San Pablo bay do not
provide significant inflows, whereas groundwater evapotranspiration and surface leakage are sizeable
losses of groundwater. Mountain front recharge provides about 80% of total inflows into the model
area, though much of this inflow immediately leaves the aquifer as surface leakage.
i

Finally, future scenarios are presented that incorporate projections 50 years into the future, starting in
2014. These projections use four different general circulation models to encompass a wide range
climate projections. The future scenarios utilize three projections of agricultural demands, rural
domestic growth and changes to other water users. These demand projections are made for a low,
medium and high growth scenario. The four climate scenarios were ran with each of the three demand
projections for a total of twelve demand projections. The hot and wet climate projections resulted in a
net increase in groundwater storage to 1970 storage levels, for low-demands, and nearly unchanged
storage change for high demands. The hot and dry scenario, on the other hand, produced a further
25,000 acre-feet decline in groundwater storage for high demands, and a 12,000 acre-feet decline for
low-demands.
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Chapter A. Introduction
This report has been prepared to document the purpose, background, approach,
conceptualization, construction and calibration of an integrated numerical groundwater
flow model for Sonoma Valley (Sonoma Valley Integrated Groundwater Flow Model
[SVIGFM]). The development of the model was performed between 2014 and 2016 by
the Sonoma County Water Agency (Sonoma Water) with input provided by a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC), which provided technical advice on the implementation of
the previous voluntary and non-regulatory Sonoma Valley Groundwater Management
Program (GMP) between 2007 and 2017. The GMP was initiated after publication of a
report by Farrar et al (2006) that detailed growing groundwater demands in the
watershed and provided estimates of groundwater storage declines of 17,300 acre-feet
between 1975 and 2000. The GMP efforts provided a significant improvement in the
availability of information and data, including improved definition of areas of declining
groundwater levels within the deeper aquifer system in southern Sonoma Valley.
Among other proposed efforts and initiatives, the GMP recommended updating the
previously developed numerical groundwater flow model with priority given to the
southern Sonoma Valley portions of the model in order to better simulate groundwater
conditions and assess potential future scenarios and responses to address the areas of
declining groundwater levels (Parker et al, 2014).

The need for a groundwater model was further intensified by the passage of the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) in 2015. In order to comply with
SGMA, basins identified as medium or high priority must prepare Groundwater
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Sustainability Plans (GSPs) which include the following components tasks: quantify the
groundwater budget, implement actions to improve groundwater conditions, forecast the
effect of those actions over a 50-year period, and other components. Groundwater
models will likely be critical to satisfying these and other requirements (Christian-Smith
and Alvord, 2016; Moran, 2016), and the development of an updated model will hasten
the enactment of the activities required by the law. Aside from its role in satisfying
compulsory aspects of SGMA planning, the process of model development and
calibration provides a tool to aid in the understanding of the hydrogeologic system and
its dynamics.
The purpose of developing the model is to:
•

Further understand the hydrogeologic system and groundwater conditions in
Sonoma Valley

•

Update hydrogeologic framework and conceptual model and incorporate into
groundwater model

Model development seeks to satisfy the following goals related to the GSP
(DWR, 2016):
•

Comply with requirements of SGMA or act as tool with which requirements
may be satisfied

•

Calculate a groundwater budget

•

Understand how surface and groundwater systems interact

•

Predict potential impacts of climate change and growing demands on water
resources in Sonoma Valley
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•

Create an enhanced tool that can help understand the impacts of
management alternatives and actions

•

Assist in the development of sustainable management criteria

Approach
A new hydrogeologic framework model was developed in this work as the basis for
defining aquifer properties within the numerical groundwater flow model. This was
achieved through the analysis of more than 3,300 well logs in Sonoma Valley.
Additional published data, groundwater observations, and other data were incorporated
in this process, and provided a hydrgeoologic framework model to form the basis for
defining model layering, zones, and aquifer lithologic properties used to assign hydraulic
parameters. Model conceptualization identified mountain front recharge as an important
hydrologic flux. Mountain front recharge results from subcatchment precipitation –
collected in the steeper, volcanic-dominated mountain catchments where precipitation
rates are greatest – that flows into the groundwater basins found on the valley floors.
The rates of mountain front recharge were estimated with the Basin Characterization
Model (Flint et al, 2013), which is a calibrated watershed water balance model, while
accounting for subcatchment demands where they occur. These inflows occur as
subsurface inflows along the boundaries of the mountain fronts, and as overland flow
that enters as streamflow into the basin.
Model development generated and incorporated new GIS datasets defining
historical change of land use, and these datasets were incorporated within the model to
account for the change in agricultural and rural domestic water use through time. The
model estimates climatically driven agricultural demands while also accounting for
6

seasonality of precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. Estimates of agricultural
water-use account for deliveries of recycled wastewater and surface water diversions.
The model utilizes refined estimates of groundwater pumping by rural residential water
users and updated reported pumping from public water suppliers.
The model was developed to estimate groundwater pumping and other fluxes
from December 1969 to September 2014. December 1969 was chosen because it
encompasses the earliest land use mapping of the area. The model terminates in
September 2014 because of data availability at the time of model development. The
model was calibrated with an array of data that includes more than 4,500 groundwater
head observations, vertical hydraulic-head gradients, estimates of streambed
groundwater recharge and discharge from seepage run measurements, and continuous
streamflow observations from two gages. After calibration, hundreds of model
simulations were performed to quantify the uncertainty in groundwater storage declines
within the numerical groundwater simulation area.

Study Area Description
The Sonoma Creek Watershed lies at the northern boundary of San Pablo Bay
(Figure A-1). The watershed is topographically bound by the Mayacmas Mountains to
the east and the Sonoma Mountains to the west. The watershed is drained by Sonoma
Creek which originates near Mt. Hood in the northern end of the basin. Calabazas
Creek joins Sonoma Creek near Glen Ellen, and the combined flow of Carriger Creek
and Rodgers Creek inflows into Sonoma Creek near Highway 121. Arroyo Seco and
Nathanson Creeks both drain the areas to the northeast and east of the City of Sonoma,
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joining together near Highway 121 and eventually discharging to the Napa-Sonoma
marshlands.
The current distribution of land use types is the result of a shift from a majority native
vegetation in the 1970’s, with minor grain and hay, and rural residential, to a more agriculturally
intensive landscape, with vineyards as the most common developed land use, and a
commensurate increase in rural residential development. Current land use is predominantly
native vegetation of oak woodland in the upland areas, and undeveloped marshland or diked
hay fields in the lowland areas south of Highway 121. In the valley floors north of Highway 121 a
majority of the land use is rural residential, urban, non-developed, and vineyard. The City of
Sonoma and communities of Kenwood, El Verano, Agua Caliente, and Glen Ellen are the urban
centers within the watershed. The City of Sonoma is the only incorporated area and largest
urban center with a population of 11,147 people in 2015 (UWMP, 2015). Fetters Hot Springs
and Agua Caliente totals 4,144 people, and Boyes Hot Springs totals 6,656, Temelec 1,441,
Glen Ellen 784 people, and El Verano totals 4,123 (US Census Bureau, 2010). These
unincorporated areas are primarily served by the Valley of the Moon Water District (VOMWD),
as shown on Figure A-1. VOMWD serves locally derived groundwater, averaging 506 acre-feet
per year in 2011 – 2015, and delivered 1,837 acre-feet per year in 2015 of water provided by
pipeline by the Sonoma County Water Agency (UWMP, 2015). The City of Sonoma provides
water to customers within the city limits. Between 2010 and 2014 this averaged 83 acre-ft per
year from groundwater pumping from four wells, and 1,588 acre-feet of water was delivered by
the Water Agency in 2015 (UWMP, 2015). Rural residential users outside of these two larger
public water suppliers, and outside the service areas of other smaller public water supply
systems (such as mutual water companies), utilize private wells for their water supply. The
Sonoma Valley Wastewater Treatment plant receives wastewater from the City of Sonoma and
much of the service area covered by VOMWD. Rural residential users not served by the
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treatment plant are on private septic systems. Tertiary treated recycled water from the plant is
delivered by pipelines to agricultural and environmental water users in the Huichica area within
Sonoma County and Napa County (Figure A-1). From 2010 to 2015, the recycled water
deliveries totaled approximately 1,500 acre-ft per year (UWMP, 2015).

Climate and Hydrology
The Mediterranean climate of the Sonoma Valley watershed is characterized by
seasonal contrasts in rainfall and air temperatures. Around 90% of precipitation occurs
between the months of November through March, and maximum air temperatures are
30º F higher in July than December and January (Figure A-2). Atmospheric rivers are
narrow bands of moisture-rich jets that produce 20-50% of yearly rainfall in the area
(Dettinger et al, 2011). Average rainfall in the City of Sonoma is 28.6 inches per year
(Figure A-3). Year-to-year variability is high; a minimum of yearly precipitation of 4
inches occurred in 2013 and a maximum of 63 inches in 1983. The period between
2007 and 2016 was an abnormally dry period, with less than average precipitation
occurring in 9 out of the 10 years, averaging 21.0 inches per year. Continuous
streamflow has been measured by two gages in the watershed at Agua Caliente (Gage
#11458500) and Kenwood (#11458433). The Agua Caliente gage has been operated
for a total of 42 years, with a period of non-operation from 1982 to 2001, and Kenwood
for 8 years (Figure A-4). The median discharge at the Agua Caliente gage is 42.5 ft3/s
from December to March, and 2.1 ft3/s from May to August. Median discharge for the
same time periods is 8.5 ft3/s and 0.22 ft3/s, respectively, for the Kenwood gage. Table
1A lists other statistics that describe the flow characteristics at these locations. Based
9

upon a baseflow separation analysis, Bauer (2008) estimates that 50% of streamflow
observed at the Agua Caliente gage is derived from baseflow (primarily groundwater
discharge) and the other half is provided from runoff. Studies in the neighboring Santa
Rosa Plain area, located to the west of Sonoma Valley, indicate that Hortonian runoff
(precipitation events in excess of soil infiltration capacity) and precipitation onto
saturated soils during the winter months produce the greatest amount of runoff to
streams (Wolfenden et al, 2014). Groundwater discharge to streams was found to
become a significant contributor to streamflow from April to September in the Santa
Rosa Plain (Wolfenden et al, 2014).
Synoptic streamflow measurements (seepage runs) have been performed to
investigate the hydrologic exchange between surface-water and groundwater in
Sonoma Valley. Groundwater exchange along a reach is calculated as the difference
between upstream and downstream flow, and the method assumes that the
groundwater exchange is the only non-negligible flux along the reach. Seepage run
measurements were made by Farrar et al (2006) in 2003, SCWA in 2010, and by
Sonoma Ecology Center in 2014 and later. Only a brief description of the results is
presented here because they are presented in Chapter C. Sonoma Creek is generally a
gaining or neutral reach, and the smaller creeks – such as Carriger, Arroyo Seco,
Nathanson – transition from losing segments in the upper reaches of the valley floor to
gaining segments in the lower reaches.
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Previous Investigations
Previous investigations of the hydrogeology in Sonoma Valley have been performed by
Kunkel and Upson (1960), Campion et al (1984), Herbst et al (1982), Farrar et al (2006),
Bauer (2008), Moran et al (2010), Parker et al (2014). A brief summary of some of the
notable findings from these studies is provided below:
•

There are two groundwater level depressions in southern Sonoma Valley;
waterlevels are up to 90 feet below sea level southeast of the City of Sonoma,
and 42 feet below sea level near El Verano (Parker et al, 2014). Groundwater
level trends for wells perforated in the shallow-zone (<200 feet deep) are
generally stable. Wells perforated in the deeper zones are commonly declining,
with 22 of 31 wells analyzed displaying declining trends (Parker et al, 2014).

•

Groundwater supplies about 59% of the 17,900 acre-feet of water used in 2012
within the Sonoma Creek watershed, with agriculture (44%) the largest user,
followed by municipal and commercial (33%) and rural domestic (19%) (Parker et
al, 2014).

•

Water-bearing sands and gravels are discontinuous and isolated; semiconfined
to confined aquifers are common (Herbst et al, 1982)

•

The thick heterogeneous Sonoma Volcanics that occupy much of the
mountainous areas surrounding the field area are generally poor aquifers but the
tuff members often provide adequate water (Kunkel and Upson, 1960)

•

The Glen Ellen and Huichica Formations underlie much of the Sonoma Valley
plain areas at depth, likely interbedded with eachother; both are lenticular and
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contain clay, silt, sand and gravel and are derived from Sonoma Volcanics in
their basal portions, and have low-permeabilities (Kunkel and Upson, 1960)
•

The older alluvium, terrace deposits and younger alluvium that overly the Glen
Ellen and Huichica formations, combine to a total depth of 200 to 300 feet, and
consist of lightly cemented, compacted and poorly sorted gravels, sands, silt and
clays. These units together have greatest permeability within area (Kunkel and
Upson, 1960; Farrar et al, 2006).

•

Significant recharge may not occur within stream channels but rather as
infiltrated precipitation (Moran et al, 2010), and water withdrawn from depths
greater than 200 feet were recharged during colder or wetter conditions than
today, or were recharged at higher elevations (Farrar et al, 2006). In some areas
this percolation may be slow, taking decades to travel through the unsaturated
zone into the groundwater system (Moran et al, 2010).

•

The presence of geothermal waters in a linear-shaped area and geophysical
measurements suggest the presence of the East Side fault, extending from an
area southeast of the City of Sonoma to near Boyes Hot Springs (Campion et al,
1986).

•

Mountain front recharge is a significant hydrologic flux by volume (Bauer, 2008)

Two previous numerical groundwater models have been developed for the
Sonoma Valley area. Datasets developed for these models were used in this report
where appropriate. The Farrar et al (2006) model is referred to as the SVWM1 and the
Bauer (2008) model is referred to as SVMW2. The SVMW1 is a MODFLOW 2000
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(Harbaugh et al, 2000) model with yearly timesteps, 1,320 x 1,320 ft grid size, and 8
layers. Drains are used in the areas corresponding to the Bay Mud deposits, and
streamflow is simulated with the Streamflow-Routing Package (Prudic, 1989).
Hydrologic processes occurring outside of the numerical groundwater model area,
which corresponds to the extent of the alluvium and valley floor, are not incorporated
into the model. SVMW2 builds upon SVWM1 by simplifying model layering and
zonation, and by improving estimates of recharge and runoff (Bauer, 2008). The
SVMW1 utilizes an aerially varying recharge rate that is scaled year-to-year based upon
yearly precipitation. SVWM2 utilizes a soil moisture accounting algorithm to separate
runoff from recharge, and inputs mountain front recharge into the model boundaries at
nodes where mapped streams intersect the model boundary. SVMW2 uses drains to
account for rejected infiltration in smaller streams does not route flow downstream as
with other stream-cells.
The SVIGFM was developed to improve upon these previous models and
address several of the limitations of the original model noted by other investigators,
including the limited hydrostratigraphic data used in the model, coarse grid size
discretization, limited information on streamflows and surface water/groundwater
interaction, poorly constrained estimates of recharge distribution, large time steps which
do not capture seasonal variations, and poorly constrained estimates of groundwater
demands (Schlumberger, 2007).
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Conceptual Model and Groundwater Model Layering
A dataset of approximately 3,000 well completion reports (well logs) filed by well drillers
within the Sonoma Valley was compiled and screened. A final database containing
1,530 usable well logs was retained for the model area. The well driller’s database
contains information on well depth, perforation intervals, well diameter, date of
installation, and other information related to the construction of the well. Most records in
the database are typically incomplete and do not contain all of the listed fields. The
lithologic descriptions in each well log was classified into 10 different lithology classes
and then interpolated into a 3-D lithologic model extending to the boundaries of the
numerical groundwater flow model. See appendix A for further information on the
development of the 3-D lithologic model. The conceptual model is composed of two
areas, the “Simplified Layering Area” in the northern valley, and the “Hydrogeologic
Framework Layering Area” in the southern portion of the valley (Figure A-5). The
delineation of these two areas is aligned approximately with a fault that crosses the
model grid. North of the fault mapped geology is complex, exhibiting multiple faults,
including queried, concealed, and of various orientations (Wagner and Gutierrez, 2017).
North of the fault in the Simplified Layering Area model layering was based upon the
interpreted contact between the underlying volcanic materials and the overlying
sedimentary basin deposits. The base of model layer 4 approximates this contact
(Figure A-6). Above this contact the fill is composed of apparently lenticular bodies of
minor volcanic deposits, clay, to sand and gravel deposits.
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In the southern area, the Hydrogeologic Framework Layering Area is characterized by
the stratification of lithologies into the following three main groups. These are identified
in the model cross sections in Figure A-6 along with the corresponding model layers
that are interpreted to represent them. The three groups are:
1) Shallow aquifer system occurs from near ground surface down to 100-220 feet
below ground surface (represented by model layer 1). Thickness varies 100-220
feet, and is composed of:
a) Gravels, sands, slits and clays deposited along streams, floodplains and alluvial
fans
b) Quaternary alluvial deposits, Glen Ellen and Huichica Formations
2) Confining layer below the shallow aquifer and is variable thickness of 160-350 feet
(represented by model layers 2 through 4)
a) Predominantly clay with thin beds of sand and gravel
b) Clay-rich sediments of the Glen Ellen and Huichica Formations
3) Deep aquifer system occurs below the clay aquitard and is 90-210 feet thick
(represented by model layers 5 and 6)
a) Primarily sand and gravels with variable amounts of clay
b) Sediments of the Glen Ellen and Huichica Formations with some localized
Sonoma Volcanics
The upper portions of the deep aquifer system (termed the intermediate aquifer for the
purposes of model layering) represents the primary aquifer of the deep aquifer system.
The lower portions of the deep aquifer system (termed the basal aquifer for the
purposes of model layering) is below and perhaps in places interconnected with the
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upper portions of the deep aquifer system, but there is limited data to constrain its
composition, lateral continuity and degree of hydraulic connection with other portions of
the deep aquifer system. The existence of more than 200 wells perforated deeper than
the intermediate aquifer indicate that pumping occurs beneath it, necessitating the
inclusion of the basal layer in the groundwater model. This basal aquifer is simulated
with layer 6 and extends no deeper than the basement surface identified in Farrar et al
(2006).

Model Subareas
The model area was subdivided into smaller subregions (subareas) in order present
model results on a more localized scale. The subareas were modified from those in
Parker et al (2014) which were based upon the hydrology, geology, and other factors
the Groundwater Management Plan Area. The 8 subareas are shown in Figure A-7 and
are described in the Parker et al (2014).
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Chapter B. Groundwater Model
MODFLOW One-Water Hydrologic Flow Model (MODFLOW-OWHM) is used to
simulate groundwater, surface-water, and agricultural demands and pumping.
MODFLOW-OWHM has been utilized in Pajaro Valley (Hanson et al, 2014), the Central
Valley (Faunt et al, 2009), Cuyama Valley in California (Hanson et al, 2014), amongst
others. MODFLOW-OWHM is an integrated hydrologic model that combines multiple
previously available MODFLOW packages into a single version of MODFLOW (Hanson
et al 2014). MODFLOW-OWHM is well-suited for the simulation of conjunctive use in
the lower parts of watersheds where incorporation of agricultural practices, changing
land use, and other management activities occur (Harter and Morel-Seytoux, 2013).
Critical to this study is the capacity to directly simulate crop water needs, while
accounting for deliveries of recycled water and diversion of surface-water to offset
groundwater demands (USGS, 2017). MODFLOW-OWHM estimates crop-specific
irrigation demands on a cell-by-cell basis that accounts for irrigation schedules (on a
monthly basis), transpiration of groundwater via plant roots, precipitation, and inefficient
irrigation practices. This is accomplished through the Farm Process Package which has
received numerous improvements and integration with other packages in MODFLOWOWHM. Compared to other codes, the timestep length is limited in MODFLOW-OWHM,
prohibiting the simulation of daily streamflow or other processes that cannot be
averaged over a monthly timescale.
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Model Discretization
The numerical groundwater flow model generally encompasses the valley areas and
extends to 38° 6’ 9’’ latitude in the south and latitude 38° 26’ 25’’ in the north near
Kenwood (Figure B-1). The northern extent of the numerical grid coincides with the
Sonoma Creek watershed and the lateral model extent matches the contact between
the sedimentary and volcanic formations. This contact is derived from the preliminary
geologic map of Wagner and Gutierrez (2017). The southern model boundary is
approximately 4.2 miles south of where Hwy 37 crosses Sonoma Creek. The boundary
of the groundwater flow model was created by smoothing the extent of these units in
GIS in order to minimize isolated slivers of rocks that may create numerical issues
during simulations. The footprint of the numerical model extends north beyond the
Sonoma Valley Subbasin into the alluvial valley of Kenwood, and extends beyond the
Sonoma Valley Subbasin in areas near Glen Ellen. Areas of the Sonoma Valley
Subbasin not covered by the numerical groundwater model – but simulated within the
subcatchment processes – include an area west of El Verano, principally within Sonoma
Volcanics and Quaternary alluvial deposits and about 1,400 acres in size, and an area
west of Glen Ellen with an area of 560 acres (Wagner and Gutierrez, 2017).
The model consists of 6 layers ranging in thicknesses of 40 to 450 feet and is
rotated 23 degrees from North (Figure B-2). Model cells are uniformly 500 x 500 feet
with a model grid 275 rows and 85 columns, a total of 12,380 active grid cells in each
layer, totaling 74,280 active cells. The maximum depth of the model is -1,200 feet,
which is representative of the deepest wells within the basin (Figure B-3). The model is
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transient for the entire simulation with monthly timesteps, beginning December 1969 to
October, 2014.

Model Boundaries
No-flow boundary conditions exist at the base of layer 6 and at the outside of layers 2
through 5 along the margin of the Sonoma Mountains and Mayacamas Mountains
(surficial contact between sedimentary units within the valley and volcanic units within
the upland areas), and into San Pablo Bay in the south. A no-flow boundary separates
the northern margin of the model in all layers from the watershed boundary within the
Kenwood Valley Basin. The no-flow boundaries remain constant throughout all
simulations. A general head boundary condition is implemented in layer 1 in the
southern portion of the model. This boundary represents the area covered by ocean or
areas inundated by tides.

Hydraulic Properties
MODFLOW calculates the flow between two grid nodes with a hydraulic conductivity
value that is a function of the conductivities defined for each cell. The hydraulic
conductivity values for all cells were input into the model with two separate methods.
These methods reflect the complexity of the geology and the amount of detailed data
that exists for each subarea. The first hydraulic conductivity scheme is to apply a
homogenous value for a zone parameter in areas where the geologic units and
associated properties appear relatively uniform or areas where lithologic data is limited.
The second scheme was applied to areas with a higher density of lithologic data and/or
greater geologic complexity and utilizes the lithologic data to calculate hydraulic
19

properties from the constituent properties for every cell. The lithologic properties of
interest are the percent coarse (sand, gravel, clayey sand, etc), percent fine (clay,
shale, etc), and percent volcanic. These values were derived by incorporating drillers’
well logs into a GIS software and interpolating between observations. The GIS software
finds the nearest lithologic observation for every point in the groundwater flow model
domain, and the nearest lithology is prescribed to each cell model grid. These data are
then further processed by applying a geographic smoothing window of 0.5 x 0.5 miles in
order to remove unrealistic transitions in lithology that arise from the nearest-neighbor
approach of the original lithologic model. The percent coarse, percent fine, and percent
volcanic were then derived for each 0.5 X 0.5 mile grid and grid nodes were assigned
values based upon corresponding values (see Appendix A).
Vertical and hydraulic conductivities were calculated using a power mean (Faunt
et al, 2009):
𝑀𝑀

𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥)

=

1/𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝
�� 𝑋𝑋𝑛𝑛 �
𝑘𝑘=1
𝑛𝑛

where
x is the property being averaged (eg hydraulic conductivity)
p is an exponent
n is number of elements being averaged
𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 is the kth element in the list
A value of p=1 was used to calculate horizontal conductivity, resulting in an equation of
the form:
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Kh = [Fc x Kc + Ff x Kf + Fv x Kv]

where

Fc is the fraction of coarse material in a grid cell
Kc is hydraulic conductivity of the coarse endmember
Ff is the fraction of fine material in a grid cell
Kf is hydraulic conductivity of the fine endmember
Fv is the fraction of volcanic material in a grid cell
Kv is hydraulic conductivity of the volcanic endmember

Vertical hydraulic conductivity is calculated as (Faunt et al, 2010):

𝑝𝑝

Kv=[Fc x 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 +Ff x 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 +Fv x𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 ]1/p
Initial values of the conductivity endmembers Kc, Kf, and Kv, were taken from Domenico
and Schwartz (1998) and were treated as model parameters which were adjusted
during calibration. The exponent p is also a model parameter and varies by model layer.
Figure B-4 shows the five zones where homogenous aquifer properties were
applied, and the one zone where the lithologic properties were used to define hydraulic
properties. For the lithology-based conductivity areas, zones inside are altered by
multipliers during the parameter estimation process. Zones 3, 6 and 7 are the zones
that multiply the lithology-based conductivity values to produce the final conductivity
values (Figure B-4).
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Storage Properties
Changes in groundwater storage in model cells are reflected in changes in groundwater
head. The aquifer storage coefficient defines the relationship between the change in
storage and change in head, and this value must be defined for all model cells. The
aquifer storage coefficient is much greater for unconfined conditions where pore space
is drained to release water and filled to store it. In confined conditions, changes in
hydraulic head are primarily a result of compression of the aquifer matrix. For the
SVIGFM, layer 1 is a convertible layer type, meaning it can switch from confined to
unconfined conditions, depending upon the simulated groundwater level within it. For
layer 1 specific yield and specific storage coefficients were defined for all grid cells.
Layers 2 through 6 are confined layer types, requiring specific storage coefficients to be
defined for each zone. The zones utilized to prescribe specific storage coefficients are
shown in Figure B-5.

Horizontal Flow Barriers
Faults are simulated with the Horizontal Flow Barrier (HFB; Hsieh and Freckleton, 1993)
package in MODFLOW-OWHM. Horizontal flow barriers alter the hydraulic conductance
between two horizontal nodes, causing diminishment in flow between them if the
conductance in the fault is less than conductance defined for the nodes. Hydraulic
characteristics must be defined for each instance of an HFB. For the SVIGFM HFB’s
were placed at the locations shown in Figure B-6. The location and presence of the
faults within the model are based on published maps by Campion et al (1984), Farrar et
al (2006), and Wagner and Gutierrez (2017). The names of the faults given here reflect
their name given by other reports where available. For previously unnamed faults a
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nearby geographic reference was used to name fault segment. The City, Valley of the
Moon South and Valley of the Moon North were named by Campion et al (1984) as
‘possible East Side’ fault strands, whereas Wagner and Gutierrez (2017) and Graymer
et al (2007) do not display faults in those locations. All faults are assumed to be vertical,
and so the properties assigned to the HFB barriers are constant with depth, and all
hydraulic characteristics were set to 1010 feet per day at the beginning of the calibration
and were adjusted during the calibration process.

Flow Processes
Unsaturated Zone
The Unsaturated-Zone Flow (UZF) package was used to simulate unsaturated flow
beneath the ground surface to the depth of the water table. The UZF package simulates
unsaturated flow through a kinematic wave approximation of Richards’ equations that
relate unsaturated hydraulic conductivity to saturation and pore-pressures (Niswonger
et al, 2006). By using the UZF package it is assumed that flow in the unsaturated zone
can be represented as one-dimensional (ie vertical) and that aquifer properties are
homogeneous where it occurs. The package is not used to simulate evapotranspiration
as this occurs in the FMP package. The UZF package receives infiltration (FINF) from
the FMP package after runoff, evapotranspiration and other losses have been
accounted for (see Agricultural Supply/MODFLOW OWHM section for more detailed
description of FMP). Infiltrated water may also include excess irrigation when inefficient
techniques are used. Recharge occurs once the infiltrated water has traveled through
the unsaturated zone and reaches the water table surface. UZF cells are shown in
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Figure B-1; they exist as boundary conditions for all cells, including cells with streams
segments, but not those under the general head boundaries.
To implement the UZF package under the described conditions, the following
inputs must be defined: vertical saturated hydraulic conductivity (VKS), the saturated
water-content, the specific yield, and the Brooks-Corey constant. The Brooks-Corey
constant relates the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity to VKS and the percent
saturation as defined by the saturated water content. VKS is defined using zones and is
a calibration parameter. The zones used are shown in Figure B-7.

Streamflow Routing

The streamflow routing package (SFR2) was used to simulate surface-water
groundwater interactions for the larger streams in Sonoma Valley (Figure B-1).
Groundwater exchange between channels and groundwater is simulated by calculating
the hydraulic gradient between the stream stage and underlying groundwater, with the
magnitude of the flux dependent upon the wetted area of the stream and the
conductance of the streambed deposits (Prudic et al, 2004). SFR2 accounts for inflows
from runoff from UZF and FMP packages, and semi-routed stream diversions driven by
farm demands in FMP. Streams are divided into segments, which are further subdivided
into stream reaches. There are 23 stream segments, as shown in Figure B-1 and a total
of 808 reaches in SVIGFM. A stream reach occupies a single model cell, and the
following must be defined for each: channel width, length, elevation, and streambed
thickness. Channel elevations are derived from a DEM and streambed thickness is
assumed to be 2 feet. Channel widths are determined from the LiDAR dataset shown in
Figure B-8 and are defined for entire channel segments. Streambed conductivity values
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were determined from Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) for initial values, but were
allowed to change as part of the calibration process.

Mountain Front Recharge
Precipitation that lands in the upper portions of the watershed may infiltrate into the
subsurface, be rejected as runoff, or be utilized for evapotranspiration. The recharge
occurring in the subcatchments flows toward the axis of the Sonoma Valley, generating
subsurface mountain front recharge to the alluvial sediments. As this water travels to its
discharge point, it may be consumed for agricultural, domestic, or public water supply
purposes. All of these processes are incorporated in the SVIGFM through the following
steps: 1) aggregate monthly recharge from the Basin Characterization model, 2)
subtract agricultural, domestic, and public supply water usage, and 3) apply as
horizontal inflow into the numerical flow model at the subcatchment intersection for each
subcatchment. These steps are described in the following sections and are shown in
Figure B-9. The approach used here is similar to those used in the Cuyama Valley,
California (Hanson et al, 2015), the California Central Valley and surrounding mountains
(Hanson et al, 2012), and the Anza Borrego Valley in Southern California (Faunt et al,
2015).

Basin Characterization Model Input
The Basin Characterization Model (BCM) is a distributed hydrologic model that
discretizes the landscape into grid cells 885 feet x 885 feet. The model is a onedimensional bucket-type system where water is stored within the soil profile and fluxes
occurring between sources and sinks are parameterized by mapped geology,
vegetation type, topography, and other data sources (Flint et al, 2013). Recharge is
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generated in the BCM when soil moisture storage exceeds soil field capacity, occurring
up to bedrock permeability, and runoff occurs when recharge exceeds bedrock
permeability (Flint et al, 2013). Monthly grids of recharge and runoff were extracted from
model output and aggregated by hydrologic subcatchment (Figure B-9). The recharge
volumes represent the unimpaired flow available to either groundwater pumping within
the subcatchments or mountain front recharge into the groundwater flow grid.
Subcatchment groundwater demands were assessed for agricultural, domestic,
and public supply users. Vineyard demands were calculated by applying an irrigation
depth of 0.34 feet to the vineyard area within each subcatchment. The subcatchment
vineyard irrigation depth is based upon preliminary model results from this report. The
growth of vineyard areas was determined with land use maps. The land use maps are
published by California Department of Water Resources and are available for 1974,
1979, 1986, 1993, 1999, and 2012. Figure B-10 shows the growth of vineyards within
subcatchment and Table B2 shows the growth in vineyard areas and the volume of
water extracted for vineyard use throughout the model simulation, ranging from 126 afy
in 1979 to 1,190 afy in 2012.
Rural domestic groundwater demands within subcatchments were estimated by
identifying parcels with homes then applying a groundwater demand to them. Parcels
with homes and their geographic centroid within a subcatchment were identified through
the parcel database provided by the County of Sonoma Permit and Resource
Department. The parcel database was processed to aggregate demands by
subcatchment, while accounting for the timing that a parcel was developed and the idea
that demand increases with parcel size. Agricultural demands are assumed to be
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accounted for under vineyard demands, and so for parcels with agriculture, indoor use
is assumed to constitute the entire demand. For parcels without agriculture, a turf
irrigation demand is applied to the parcel, contributing to its demand. The same
methods were utilized to estimate rural domestic demands within the groundwater
model numerical grid and a detailed description of these methods is provided in the
Rural Domestic Pumping Estimation section. The location of the parcels and their
demands is shown in Figure B-11 and the estimated annual subcatchment demands is
shown in Figure B-12, ranging from 350 acre-feet per year in 1969 to 970 acre-feet per
year in 2014. Groundwater extraction by public water suppliers operating in the
subcatchments was accounted for with records obtained from the California Department
of Public Health , currently the SWRCB-Division of Drinking Water (DDW). The public
water suppliers subcatchment demands increased from ranging from 0 acre-feet per
year in 1969 to 1993, increasing to 410 acre-feet per year by 2014.
The aggregated demands were then subtracted from the BCM recharge fluxes
for each subcatchment. At times this extraction exceeded the monthly recharge rates for
some subcatchments. These deficits were carried forward until they could be satisfied
by future recharge, thus reducing future mountain front recharge. The final yearly
mountain front recharge volumes are shown in Figure B-13 and shows the growth in
subcatchment demands. In 2013 a total of only 26 acre feet entered the numerical
groundwater model as mountain front recharge, whereas the maximum total was 78,000
acre-feet in 1983. The average total year inflow is 28,100 acre-feet per year.
The monthly mountain front recharge volumes are applied to numerical
MOFLOW-OWHM grid cells with the WEL package as positive fluxes. Grid cells for
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each subcatchment were assigned by selecting the cells adjacent to each
subcatchment, then selecting the two nearest cells to each. This results in three grid
cells for each grid cell that subcatchments touch. By adding more grid cells to the
mountain front recharge areas, the recharge is more diffuse than a single cell would be.
This was done because the geological boundary between the subcatchment bedrock
and volcanics, and the valley-floor alluvial sediments is more gradational than abrupt.
There are 1,573 grid cells that receive mountain front recharge.

Subcatchment Runoff
Runoff generated in the subcatchments was extracted from BCM output for each
subcatchment. It is assumed that runoff from the subcatchments does not undergo any
losses and that it is routed directly to the nearest stream segment within the model grid.
The routing delivers water to the most upstream reach of each segment. Figure B-14
illustrates the routing of this flow from the subcatchments to to the corresponding SFR
segment, showing how multiple subcatchments are routed to one stream segment.
Total yearly subcatchment runoff for the model simulation period is shown in Figure B15. The median runoff for the simulation period is 51,300 acre-ft, with a minimum of 0.5
acre-feet in 2013 and a maximum of 210,000 acre-ft in 1983.
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Simulated Inflows and Outflows
Groundwater Pumping
DPH/Public Suppliers
Records of groundwater pumping by public water systems are collected by the Division
of Drinking Water (DDW), which is currently managed by the State Water Board of the
Department of Water Resources. The program was previously operated by the
California Department of Public Health. Public water systems serve 15 or more
connections or more than 25 people, and include municipal water districts (eg Valley of
the Moon Water District and City of Sonoma), wineries, trailer parks, hotels, stores and
other users. Groundwater extraction records were obtained from Sonoma Valley for 37
public water supply systems users within the numerical groundwater model grid. A
majority of the records were converted from yearly extraction rates to monthly pumping,
whereas recent monthly pumping was provided by the City of Sonoma and VOMWD for
their wells. Additional data from Farrar et al (2006) was also used for historical pumping
data.
The physical location of each well is indicated in the DDW database. These were
matched to drillers logs either by identifying the owner of the well or using a nearby well.
The perforated interval indicated on the driller’s log was then used to determine in what
model layers the pumping occurs. The yearly groundwater pumping for this user group
ranged from 0 afy in 1969 to 1,270 afy in 2014 as shown in Figure B-16.
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Rural Domestic Pumping Estimation
Residents outside of public water supply system service areas rely upon groundwater to
satisfy their water needs. The volume of groundwater pumped to supply these needs
can be separated into indoor and outdoor use. For the purposes of estimating rural
domestic pumping, outdoor water use is assumed to scale linearly with parcel area. A
GIS analysis of parcel size and turf area was performed to estimate this relationship;
turf area is 2.8% of total parcel area, and the maximum turf area on a single parcel was
found to be 0.375 acres. An irrigation depth of 2.9 ft per year was calculated by
determining irrigation deficit for turf from the Carneros weather station operated by
California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS). For parcels with both
agricultural uses and a residence, it is assumed that all of the outdoor water use is for
agricultural irrigation. The process for estimating agricultural demands and groundwater
pumping is described below. Indoor water usage for rural domestic parcels within the
model domain was estimated based on records provided by VOMWD, as the total water
average usage in winter months divided by the number of parcels served. The
estimated indoor water was calculated to be 0.24 acre-ft per parcel per year based on
this method. Finally, the initiation of groundwater pumping for each rural domestic
parcel was determined based on the year the parcel was developed and the seasonal
distribution of groundwater pumping was applied through comparison with records of
monthly deliveries reported by the Lawndale Mutual Water Company. The estimated
demands are assigned to the nearest well in the well drillers database, with pumping
assigned to the layers corresponding the perforated interval indicated for each record.
Utilizing nearby wells and not creating a pumping well within the WEL package is not
expected to be problematic as 90% of parcel centroids are within 500 ft of their
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assigned well. The yearly and monthly pumping for rural domestic pumping applied in
the WEL package ranged from 570 afy in 1969 to 1,240 afy in 2014 as shown in Figure
B-17.

Agricultural Supply/MODFLOW OWHM
Groundwater pumping and agricultural practices are simulated in the SVIGFM with
MODFLOW-OWHM’s Farm Management Process package (FMP). FMP is driven by the
concept of total farm delivery requirement (TFDR; Shmid et al, 2000), where
TFDR = ∑𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶/𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)
where
TFDR is the amount of water that must be provided to a farm to satisfy irrigation
requirements
CIR is the crop irrigation requirement determined as the crop evapotranspiration
demand that remains after precipitation and groundwater fluxes are accounted for
and OFE is the on-farm efficiency, which is equal to or less than 1.

FMP operates on a farm, or water accounting unit basis, which are composed of 1 or
more model cells whose irrigation demands are aggregated and supplied as a unit. The
evapotranspirative demand for each cell is calculated as ETo x crop coefficient for that
cell, while groundwater evaporation is calculated as a function of groundwater elevation,
root depth, and soil type, among other factors (Shmid et al, 2000). OFE and crop
coefficients are model inputs and are defined for each crop type.
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A total of 14 crop types were chosen to represent the variability in crops for the model
duration. Crops types are not strictly an individual species, but are either individual or
groups of crops that are expected to have similar responses to ETo and can be
represented with a single crop coefficient. These crops are commonly the divisions
implemented in the land use mapping used here. Table B-2 lists the crop types used in
the SVGM. Crop coefficients for each crop type are shown in Figure B-18 and irrigation
scheduling is shown in Figure B-19. Many of the crop coefficients are from Allen et al
(1998) with others from Gibeault et al (1989), Snyder et al (1987a, 1987b), and Brush et
al (2004). Crop coefficients for vineyards were derived from a study from the Russian
River basin in order to capture irrigation methods (Davids Engineering, 2014).
Vineyards, for example are commonly irrigated May through September whereas idle,
native vegetation and riparian, semipaved, and water are never irrigated. Despite a crop
not being irrigated, it can still consume water through transpiration, depending upon its
crop coefficient and the ETo. Appendix c lists other parameters used in the FMP
Package.

Crop Patterns
The distribution and change in crops within Sonoma Valley was assessed in GIS with
land use datasets created by the California Department of Water Resources. These
datasets are from 1974, 1979, 1986, 1999, and 2012. The crop type with the greatest
area within each grid cell is assigned as the crop type for each cell. An assessment of
the DWR land use dataset was made by comparing the total vineyard area with a
pesticide database maintained by the Sonoma County Agricultural Commission. The
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assessment indicates a high degree of correspondence between the datasets, with a
1.7% difference of total acreage between the two totals for the groundwater model area.
See Appendix B for methodology and details. Additional mapping of vineyards by the
Sonoma County Water Agency and others was used to refine changes in vineyard land
use for 1993, 2000, 2002, 2004, and 2005. The supplementary mapping by SCWA used
the preceding DWR land use map as a template in which vineyards could be developed.
For instance, the 1986 DWR land use map was the template for the 1993 supplemental
mapping of vineyards, and vineyards identified in the 1993 dataset were converted to
vineyards (if they were not already a vineyard). A shortcoming of this method is that it
only captures vineyard development and not removal. In FMP each crop distribution is
utilized from the time of its record until the subsequent distribution becomes available,
meaning that, for example, the 1993 crop dataset was used until December 1998, and
was changed to the 1999 crop dataset in January 1999. Crops and their timeline of
development is shown in Figure B-20, along with the land use datasets used to derive
them. Native and riparian vegetation remains the greatest crop type for the model
period, but exhibits a decline from 60% of the total crop coverage in 1969 to 43.5% of
the crop coverage in 2014. Vineyards show the greatest growth, increasing from a
coverage of 5% to 23%, from 1974 to 2012. The following crop types average less than
1% crop coverage for the modeling period: Citrus and Subtropical, Deciduous Fruits and
Nuts, Field Crops, Pasture, Semiagricultural, Truck, Nursery and Berry Crops, Turf,
Walnuts, and Water. The geographic distribution of crops for the simulation period is
shown in Figure B1, 22, and 23.
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Farms
Grid cells are combined into farms so that FMP can provide groundwater pumping and
other sources of water to satisfy irrigation demands. Farms are represented as an array
of integers, where a farm is a collection of nodes with the same integer identifier. The
farm numbers and grouping were assigned to facilitate model input and output
processing and do not necessarily reflect differences in ownership. Farms were created
in such a way to 1) minimize the distance that pumping occurs for any given irrigation
demand, 2) utilize groundwater wells found on farms, 3) keep a manageable number of
farms for data input purposes. Out of the 14 crops, water, native and riparian
vegetation, semipaved, and idle crop types were excluded from farms. If land use data
indicate that any of the acceptable farm-type crops were non-irrigated, then these were
removed from farms as well. The Baylands subregion has 85% of cells indicated to be
non-irrigated, consisting mostly of grain and hay crops in that subregion. Vineyards, and
semiagricultural areas are other crop types indicated to be non-irrigated in some areas,
as well. In some circumstances aerial photographs were analyzed to determine if
certain crops were being replanted rather than being idle. For the 2012 farm dataset,
this resulted 103 acres of vineyards being removed from farms, out of the 12,000 acres
of vineyards for that period. The timeline of farm development is shown in Figure B-24.
The growth of farms matches that of the irrigable crops where the number of farm cells
reaches its maximum in early 2000’s, with a slight decline from 2006 to 2012, and
steady growth from 1974 to 1999. Figures 25, 26, and 27 show the geographic extent of
the 62 FMP farms. In 2012 the largest farm is 1,650 acres and the smallest is 11 acres,
and the median for all farms is 163 acres at that time.
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Precipitation
Precipitation and potential evapotranspiration are output of the BCM. These data were
downscaled from the BCM output of 850 feet x 850 feet to the model grid for all monthly
stress periods. Figure B-28 and B-29 show the yearly precipitation and potential
evapotranspiration for the historical model period. The median precipitation for the
historical simulation period in groundwater model area is 117,400 acre-feet per year
(27.4 inches per year), and the minimum is 33,000 (6.0 inches per year) acre-feet and
the maximum is 265,400 acre-feet (62.2 inches per year). Monthly precipitation is
representative of the Mediterranean climate with 85% of average monthly total
precipitation occurring within the months of November through March (Figure C-30).
June through September receive nearly zero precipitation on average. Potential
evapotranspiration has an inverse seasonality compared to precipitation, with the
months of May through August containing the highest PET values and November
through February with the lowest PET values of the year (Figure B-31).

Surface Water Diversions
In stress periods when there is a farm delivery requirement, surface-water diversions
from streams may be made to satisfy the need. The State Water Resources Control
Board operates the electronic water rights information management system (eWRIMS),
and was used to estimate the location, amount of water diverted, and time when
diversions began. Diversions identified in the eWRIMS database were assigned to
individual farms and the diversion location for each was assigned to the nearest SFR
stream segment. The maximum diversion for a farm was determined by summing all of
the Face Value from each diversion permit for each year, then distributing the diversion
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volumes based upon an expected monthly distribution for irrigation demands. The
monthly fraction is based upon farm delivery requirements for all active farms. It should
be noted that, in addition to being limited to diversion amount, diversions only occur
when there is an irrigation demand for a farm, and water not used in diversion is
returned to the stream. The total yearly volume that is permitted to be diverted is shown
on Figure B-32. By the mid-1980’s the permitted water diversion volumes exceeded
1,100 acre feet per year, growing to 1,500 acre-feet per year in 2014. The locations of
the diversions are shown in Figure B-33. The greatest density of diversions are in the
Huichica area, with a similar number but smaller farms in the Kenwood and Glen Ellen
subareas, and fewer in the Rodgers Creek and El Verano areas.

Sonoma Valley Recycled Water Deliveries
The Sonoma Valley County Sanitation District operates a wastewater treatment plant
near Schellville in Southern Sonoma Valley. Tertiary-treated recycled wastewater
(recycled water) from the treatment plant is delivered to farms in the Schellville and
Huichica areas. The recycled water is delivered to farms in FMP as non-routed
deliveries in a fashion similar to surface-water diversions except that non-utilized water
is not returned to a stream segment and delivered water is subject to availability of
defined delivery volumes and not discharge in a channel. Recycled water deliveries
began in 1990 and are ongoing. Monthly records of deliveries began in 2008, and so a
methodology similar to the surface-water diversion was used to estimate delivery
volumes before 2008. The total delivery volumes of recycled water ranged
approximately 700 acre feet in 1990 to approximately 1,400 acre feet in 2014, as shown
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in Figure B-34. The amount delivered to each farm is also shown on Figure B-34 and
the location of the farms that receive deliveries is shown in Figure B-35.

Farm wells
To meet farm irrigation requirements by groundwater pumping, FMP calls upon the
Multi-Node Well package (MNW2). Wells associated with individual farms perform the
pumping, and multiple wells can be associated with a single farm. The well driller’s
database was used to assign wells to farms and to define the location, layers, and well
construction date. Wells identified as irrigation wells in the database were used when
indicated and available and a total of 163 wells were associated with farms. A total of
105 wells were associated with the 62 farms in 2012 (Figure B-36) because some wells
were indicated to be destroyed or were interpreted to be replaced by newer wells. Two
virtual wells were created because of inadequate coverage in the well database. The
geographic extent and timing of well creation is shown in Figure B-37.
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Chapter C: Model Calibration Methods and
Results
Methods
Calibration is the process of adjusting model parameters in order to reduce the
discrepancy between observations and simulated output representing those
observations. The calibration process is achieved through a combination of trial-anderror and through the use of parameter estimation software PEST (Doherty and Hunt,
2010). PEST software is advantageous in that allows the modeler to optimize the
balance between model fit and preconceived parameter values so that the calibrated
model will achieve the best fit possible while maintaining realistic parameter values.
Model calibration used the following types of measurements in the calibration
process: groundwater level observations and waterlevel declines, groundwater
discharge volumes derived from streamflow records, seepage run observations, and
vertical groundwater level gradients.

Calibration Metrics
Groundwater-level Observations
A single database of groundwater observations was made from the California
Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring (CASGEM) program, observations taken
by the USGS, and a database maintained by the Water Agency and collaborators. The
locations of the wells used in model calibration are shown in Figure C-1. Wells with
pressure transducers were converted to monthly means, and calibration weights were
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based upon the depth, location, and spatial density of measurements. A total of 4,383
groundwater level measurements were retained within the database, with 70% of these
from shallow, 6% from medium, 13% from deep, and the remaining from wells with
inadequate information or with wellscreens within multiple layers. Shallow observations
are from wells perforated between layers 1 and 3, medium observations are from wells
with observations in layers 3 through 5, and deep observations are perforated from
layer 4 to 6. A breakdown of the groundwater observations by location and depth is
shown in Table C-1 and the temporal distribution of groundwater level observations
between 2000 and 2014 is shown in Figure C-2. Groundwater hydrographs from this
dataset are utilized as calibration hydrographs. Only the first measurement from each
hydrograph is used for its measured groundwater elevation. The remaining
groundwater-levels are converted to groundwater-level declines in order to emphasize
the dynamic properties of the groundwater-level in the calibration process.

Runoff and Baseflow volumes
The USGS operates two stream gages on Sonoma Creek and monthly streamflow data
from each were used for the model calibration process. The Agua Caliente gage (Figure
C-3) has been in operation from 1973 to 1981, and then re-operated since 2001. The
Kenwood gage has been in operation since 2008. Discharge data was separated into
baseflow and runoff using the Hydrograph Separation Tool (HYSEP; Sloto and Crouse,
1996). Every month is classified as either runoff or baseflow dominated based upon the
ratio of baseflow to runoff. Discharge volumes from both are aggregated by water year
and these volumes are used as calibration metrics. The benefit of using volumes as the
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calibration statistic is it reduces the impact of discharge timing and routing, and focuses
on the water quantity aspect of stream discharge that is more important to water
management activities and predictions. The separation into runoff and baseflow periods
is shown in Figures C4, C5, and C6. For the Agua Caliente gage, 57% of the months of
the record are considered dominated by baseflow, and 66% of months are baseflow
dominated for the Kenwood record.

Seepage Run Measurements
Streamflow seepage measurements provide approximations of the rate and direction of
surface-water groundwater interactions. The measurements are computed by
measuring discharge at an upstream and downstream location and subtracting the
downstream value from the upstream, accounting for any known tributary inputs in
between. The method assumes groundwater-water surface water exchange is the only
significant flux along the reach, and the measurements must therefore be taken during
periods when there is no inflow from other sources. Four seepage runs, consisting of
multiple measurements on Sonoma Creek and others, were incorporated into the model
calibration. Groundwater exchange from the SFR package is aggregated by the same
reach for which seepage run measurements were taken. These reaches change to
match the locations of the seepage runs, and model output is only analyzed for stress
periods that correspond to the seepage run measurement date. Model output is filtered
so that if a stream reach is observed as gaining, a model output indicating a gaining
reach would have a residual of zero, whereas if model output indicates a losing reach,
the residual is equal to the value of the flux for that reach. The same but opposite
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approach is taken for a reach observed as losing. For observed neutral reaches the
residual is equal to the modeled groundwater flux for the reach. The four seepage run
datasets used for model calibration are shown in Figures C7, C8, C9, and C10, and
occurred on March 2003, September 2010, April 2014, and August 2014. Sonoma
Creek is generally gaining or neutral, and smaller streams in the southern valley usually
transition from losing to gaining along a downstream reach. A total of 55 reach length
observations were derived from the seepage measurements and were used as
calibration metrics (Table C2; Streamflow Obs summary.xlsx). These reach length
observations contain gaining, losing, and neutral conditions at each measurement
period.

Vertical Head Gradients
Groundwater flow is driven by groundwater gradients. Groundwater level observations
taken from wells with perforations at different depths can be used to calculate vertical
gradients and are useful calibration metrics. Three locations in Sonoma Valley have
nested wells installed with them and were used as calibration metrics. The locations of
the wells with the nested observations used for the vertical gradient calculations are
shown in Figure C-11 and the information for each well observation is shown in table 3.
A total of 203 paired measurements were used from the 6 observations groups.

Parameter Calibration
A total of 193 parameters were included in the initial parameter estimation process. By
inspecting parameter sensitivities, the list of parameters adjusted during calibration was
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reduced to a total of 86. In some instances multiple parameters may be tied to one
parameter that is adjustable during the calibration process. In this case the single
parameter acts as a surrogate for the others in order to reduce the number of
parameters involved in the calibration process. As described in the following
subsections, the primary parameters adjusted during model calibration were horizontal
and vertical hydraulic conductivity, coarse, fine and volcanic end-member hydraulic
conductivites, specific storage and specific yield, horizontal flow barrier conductance,
streambed hydraulic conductivity, general head boundary conductance, seasonal crop
coefficient scale factors, and the FMP runoff factor.

Horizontal and Vertical Conductivity
The calibrated parameters that define aquifer hydraulic conductivities are shown in table
C4 (all Kval.xlsx). 35 of the parameters listed are either fixed from the initial parameter
estimation step, or are tied to another parameter and do not add an additional
parameter to the parameter inversion. The manner in which the parameters define
aquifer properties is shown in Table C5 (kval relation table.xlsx), which shows the zone
and layer each parameter belongs to. The zones are shown in Figure B-4. The powermean exponent (p) and the endmembers are used to calculate the horizontal and
vertical conductivity within zones 3, 6 and 7 and the Zone Horizontal and Vertical
Conductivity values define the others. The anisotropy values are used to calculate
vertical conductivity for zones 1, 2, 4 and 5 by using the values listed and the Zone
Horizontal Conductivity, and the Zone Multipliers are applied to the lithology-based
conductivity adjust horizontal conductivity values of zones 3, 6 and 7 for the layers
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listed. The calibrated vertical and horizontal aquifer hydraulic conductivity fields for the
model area are shown Figures C-12, C-13, C-14, and C-15. The lowest horizontal
hydraulic conductivity values are located in the central portion of the lithology-based
aquifer property section, in layers 2 and 3, corresponding to the confining layer. The
highest aquifer hydraulic conductivity values are located in layer 5, and the horizontal
conductivity values decrease with increasing depth from 1 to 10 feet per day in layer 1
to1x10-3 feet per day in layer 5.
Table C6 (UZF calib VK.xlsx) lists the calibrated values for vertical saturated
conductivity for the estimated and fixed parameters. The lowest vertical conductivity
values occur in UZF zones 3, 6 and 8, and the highest vertical saturated conductivity
value occurs near the Kenwood area area (UZF4).

Specific Storage and Specific Yield
Aquifer specific storage and specific yield were assigned and calibrated using zonebased values. Table C7 (SS and SY.xlsx) show the calibrated values, bounds, and
parameter types for all storage parameters used within the calibration, with 21 of the 41
parameters being fixed during the calibration process. Table C8 (SS relation table.xlsx)
shows the layer and zones that each parameter represents, and references Figure B-5.

Horizontal Flow Barriers
As described above, the horizontal flow barrier characteristic is a hydraulic property that
impacts the effective conductance between two cells when separated by a horizontal flow
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barrier (fault). Lower HFB hydraulic characteristic values act to impede flow whereas, if great
enough, higher values will not impede flow. After the initial calibration and sensitivity analysis
simulated output was found to be insensitive to many of the HFB characteristic parameters.
Only two of the fourteen HFB parameters were retained and allowed to change during the final
calibration (Table C9 and Figure C-16). These two remaining parameters controlled the
behavior of the City Fault and the East Side Fault. Of the 14 HFB segments that were removed
from the final calibration, but were retained in the groundwater model flow simulation, the
hydraulic characteristics of 9 of them are greater than 1,500 feet per day per foot. These values
are high relative to the horizontal conductivities of the aquifer system near these faults, and will
not act as impediments to flow in those areas. The City fault and the East Side fault do present
relatively restrictive barriers to flow within the model with hydraulic characteristics of 1.59x10-20
feet per day per foot and 3.9 x10-4 feet per day per foot, respectively.

Streambed conductivity
The streambed conductivity of the 23 stream segments in the SFR package were
considered for calibration. Six of the stream segments were fixed after the initial calibration, and
the other 14 segments were allowed to change (Table C10) (SFR calib values.xlsx). These 14
segments were represented by a total of 3 parameters by tying multiple conductivity values to
individual parameters (segments). For example, SFR segment 1 was allowed to change freely,
but the values assigned to SFR segments 2 – 5 was dependent on (tied to) the value associated
with SFR segment 1. The distribution of streambed conductivities used in the SFR package are
shown in Figure C-17. The range of values are similar to those modeling results from the Santa
Rosa Plain (Wolfenden and Nishikawa, 2014), ranging from 0.001 feet per day to 2.64 feet per
day. Values are low in the lower portions of the Sonoma Creek between Highway 121 and
Highway 37, as would be expected for organic-rich, Bay Muds in this area. Values are higher in
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the western portions of the model domain along the alluvial fan reaches of Carriger, Felder, and
Rodgers Creek.

General Head Boundary Conductance, Seasonal Crop Coefficient Scale Factors,
and FMP Runoff Factor
The remaining parameters included in the calibration are shown in Table C11 (remaining
calib values.xlsx) and include general head boundary conductance, seasonal crop coefficient
scale factors, and FMP runoff factors. The conductance value for the general head boundary
located along the shoreline of San Pablo Bay (0.014 ft2/day) is comparable with the offshore the
conductance values simulated in the offshore portion of the Pajaro Valley groundwater flow
model (Hanson et al, 2014).
In the FMP package precipitation can be routed to runoff via the Fraction of in-efficient
losses to surface-water related to precipitation (FIESWP). FIESWP is defined for every crop
type and varies from >0 to 1.0. For the SVIGM it was prescribed as a calibration parameter for
four largest crop types, including Native Vegetation, Semipaved, Grain and Hay, and Vineyard
crops. The Native Vegetation and Semipaved (natfiesw and urbfiesw) parameters were included
in the parameter estimation whereas the other two were based on parameter sensitivities. For
the rest of the crop types, their original values were retained (Appendix B).
A set of four seasonal scale factors were applied as calibration parameters. The scale
factors apply to Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall, and are multipliers for all of the crop
coefficients found in each month (Table C11). These multipliers result in 9 months of the year
having greater effective crop coefficients from July through March, with a value of 1.4, and
reduced crop coefficients from April through June. The contrast in crop coefficients is expected
to produce a greater increase in crop evapotranspiration and groundwater pumping from Spring
to Summer.
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Assessment of Model Fit
The adequacy of the model calibration was assessed by comparing how model simulation
results compare with the observed calibration metrics described in the following section.
Specifically, the assessment of model fit included assessment of model residuals (differences
between measured and simulated heads), comparison of observed and simulated hydrographs,
vertical head gradients, and streamflow discharge (including seepage run data).

Model Residuals
Model residuals are used to assess model calibration and fit, and are the difference
between observed data and representative model output. The root mean square error
(RMSE) and normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) are common metrics used to
gage the quality of model calibration (Anderson and Woessner, 1992). RMSE indicates
the magnitude of average errors, whereas NRMSE allows the comparison of errors of
different units and scales, and provides information about the magnitude of the model
errors versus the observed data range for that observation group. The RMSE is
calculated as:
0.5

and:
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where Si is the simulated value, 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and 𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 are the

minimum and maximum observed values. Groundwater-level residuals and metrics are
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assessed by subarea with the number of values (𝑛𝑛) and range (|𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 |)

calculated for each. The metrics are performed with the absolute groundwater-levels,
calculated as the composite groundwater-level with the head-observation package
(HOB; Hill et al, 2000), and not the drawdown groundwater-levels that the model was
predominantly calibrated to. Table C12 lists the residual metrics for each subarea and
the entire model domain. The consistently negative values of the average and median
residuals indicate that the model simulates heads higher than observed values. The
large magnitudes of some the negative residuals may reflect shorter-term pumping
effects of observations near pumping wells or the fact that simulated water levels
represent average hydraulic head for the entire model cell. The NMRSE values range
from 8.1% to 32.6% for each group, and from 32.6% to 3.9% for the entire model when
analyzed together. The RMSE for the entire model when analyzed together ranges from
7 to 33 feet. Rodgers Creek has the highest value but this appears acceptable because
its range is small (26.3 ft) and the median residual is small (-4.3 ft). The City, El Verano,
and Glen Ellen subareas have NRMSE values between 8.1% and 13.6%, which is
important as these zones contain groundwater level measurements from a range of
depths, and have 83% of the total observed groundwater level measurements. The
large magnitude of the minimum residual (-122.5 ft) and large NRMSE value (21.9%) for
the Huichica subarea are mainly the result of an ephemeral drawdown of >100 feet
observed in well Q18-01, where, once recovered, the simulated groundwater-levels
match acceptably.
The ability of a model to represent observed data can be displayed by plotting
measured groundwater levels versus simulated composite groundwater level.
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Composite simulated groundwater levels are calculated when an observation well is
perforated in more than one layer and must take into account each layers contribution to
the hydraulic head. Figure C-18A shows observed groundwater elevation for each zone,
where observations that plot above the 1:1 line are simulated too high, below the line
are too low, and on the line are congruent with observations. Simulated groundwater
elevations generally follow the 1 to 1 correlation line for all zones. Observations plotting
as horizontal lines represent areas where the model does not produce adequate
groundwater variations, meaning that observed groundwater-levels likely exhibit
seasonal fluctuations or long-term trends, but corresponding simulated groundwaterlevels are flat. This occurs in the Glen Ellen subarea. Model bias for each zone is shown
in Figure C-18B and indicates that residuals tend to be more negative in all subareas,
with 72% of all residuals less than 20 feet and greater than –20 feet. As indicated in
Figure C-18C the El Verano subarea has the largest magnitude of median residuals at 17 feet, whereas the residuals for the City subarea are more evenly distributed about 0,
indicating less model bias. The five other subareas also have negative residual biases,
but are smaller (>) than -7 feet. Glen Ellen subarea exhibits the largest range in errors
and the residuals in Rodgers Creek subarea range less than 21 feet.
The mean simulated groundwater residuals for the entire model simulation are
shown in Figure C-19 and Figure C-20. Collectively the shallow groundwater level
results, when compared to observations, show that the model performs well at
simulating shallow groundwater levels. Shallow residuals are generally less than 10 feet
for the observations in the City and Rodgers Creek subareas, and between >-25 to -10
feet in the El Verano area. The El Verano area exhibits consistent negative bias in the
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residuals that could not be improved without worsening results in nearby subregions.
The Agua Caliente, Glen Ellen, and Kenwood subareas do not exhibit a strong bias with
roughly equal number of wells with negative and positive residuals; in the Agua Caliente
subarea, two of the three wells have average residuals between -10 and +10 feet, and
in the Kenwood subarea, eight of the 19 wells have mean residuals between -10 and 10
feet. In the Glen Ellen subarea six of the 15 wells have residuals between -10 and +10
feet and there are nearly equal number of wells with residuals greater than, and less
than, 10 feet.

For the deeper wells, model bias does exist, though to an acceptable degree. For the El
Verano subarea, for 13 of the 16 wells, the residuals for the medium and deep
observations are between -25 to 25 feet, though there are more wells with negative than
positive residuals in that range. As such, model bias could only be minimized beyond its
current state to a limited degree – by lowering groundwater levels in the deeper portions
of the aquifer -- without detrimentally impacting model fit for wells currently exhibiting
positive residuals. For the medium and deep wells within the City subarea, a similar
situation exists in terms of the distribution of mean errors; Seven of the 11 wells have
errors between -25 and 25 feet, and the four remaining wells have residuals evenly
distributed around zero. These distributions reflect a model without model bias for these
observation groups.
Observed groundwater elevations are contoured in Figures C-21 and Figure C22 for Spring 2012. The simulated groundwater contours match the observed through
the axis of the valley along Sonoma Creek, from Highway 121 to El Verano. Some large
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errors occur along the southwestern and southeastern flanks of the valley. The large
residual from near El Verano comes from a well (K14-02) showing a 75 foot
groundwater-level increase between 1999 and 2002 and well N13-02 that is perforated
in model layers 2 through 3. The simulated groundwater level in layer 6 at this location
has a more similar groundwater level to the observed, indicating that there is potentially
too little pumping in layers 2 through 3 to match the lower groundwater levels. For the
spring 2012 observations in the Kenwood and Glen Ellen subareas, the average
residual is 13.8 feet. In general the interpolated observed groundwater level contours
are smoother than the simulated groundwater level contours. Simulated groundwaterlevels reflect topography, especially in the shallow zone, more than the observed
interpolated groundwater-levels. For the shallow zone groundwater flow is from the
valley edge toward the axis of the valley, then along the axis to the southern boundary
conditions.
Contoured groundwater elevations for deep observations are shown in Figure C22 and reveal broad agreement with the simulated water levels. A deep trough of
groundwater levels lower than 80 feet below sea-level level in the eastern portions of
the model area is observed in the monitoring network and simulated groundwater levels
for layer 6. In the El Verano subarea groundwater levels are simulated as below sea
level for a portion of the subarea area consistent with contouring of observed
measurements and has a -4.3 feet residual for the area for the spring measurements.
Additionally the higher groundwater elevations occurring in portions of the City subarea
are simulated adequately, with 3 of the 4 four measurements having residuals less than
12 feet in magnitude.
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Key hydrographs
Key hydrographs were selected to assist in the assessment of model fit based on their
location, depth, and temporal coverage. The selected hydrographs include both shallow
and deeper wells in the southern subareas and primarily shallower observations wells in
the northern subareas where there are few deep wells. The locations of the wells and
the subarea names in which they are located are shown in Figure C-23.

City Subarea
A large contrast in groundwater elevations between the shallow and deeper layers
exists in the City subarea. The simulated and observed hydrographs are shown in
Figures C-24. The observed groundwater-level in N14-03 is close to 40 feet above sea
level, whereas, nearby, well N13-01, drops to 50 feet below sea level and is perforated
in layers 3 and 4. While errors are larger than ideal in these locations, wells O14-01 and
O15-01 appropriately bound the observed data and its trend, with heads dropping ~-150
feet below sea level by 2013 in layer 5 and generally remaining above sea level in layer
4, and showing declines in heads occurring from 2000 to the end of the model
simulation in 2014. Calibrating to groundwater-levels is difficult in such situations with
large vertical gradients due to the imprecise nature of the boring logs, contribution to the
composite head from multiple layers, and cell-averaging in finite difference models.
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El Verano, Rodgers Creek, and Huichica Subareas
The key hydrographs for the El Verano subarea are shown in Figure C-25. In this
subarea hydraulic heads are satisfactorily simulated in the southern area, especially in
the deeper portions, whereas in the northern half of the subarea, deeper observed head
are generally overestimated and indicate high heterogeneity in hydrogeologic properties
or unrepresented localized pumping. The nested wells of M15-04A, M15-04C and M1504D are located at Watmaugh Road near Sonoma Creek and are represented by model
Layers 1, 3 and 5, respectively. For the three wells the residual gets smaller (closer to
zero) with increasing depth, reflecting an overestimation of shallow groundwater-levels
but an accurate deeper simulated groundwater-level. The seasonal fluctuations in
groundwater-levels and trends are well represented at all depths at this location. The
hydrograph for well L14-01 is represented by model layers 5 and 6, and the record
begins in the early 1980’s. Declining heads and seasonal fluctuations are well
represented until the year 2000, at which point the simulated heads diverge from the
observed data by continuing the decrease in groundwater-levels, dynamics that are not
observed in the record. Wells K13-03, K13-04, K13-05 and K13-14 are located 1.7 miles
to the northeast from L14-01, and the deeper wells in this area are markedly different.
With a hydraulic head of -40 feet in 2014 and a perforated interval of 542 – 550 feet,
well K13-03 and nearby wells with similar groundwater-levels, exhibit a strong contrast
to L14-01 (perforated at 420 – 580 feet) that the model was not able to reproduce. It is
beyond the scope of a regional model to incorporate such dramatic changes in
groundwater dynamics at the spatial scales between L14-01 and K13-03. J12-05
exhibits a similar bias as the deeper wells south of it. K15-03 is a shallow well with
reasonably simulated seasonal fluctuations, but average groundwater-levels are
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overpredicted by 22 feet. In contrast, well M18-02, located 4 miles southeast of K15-03
in the Rodgers Creek subarea, has smaller average errors but overpredicts seasonal
fluctuations. The long-term decline observed at this well is captured by the simulated
groundwater-levels. Finally, the single observation well in the Huichica Subarea is from
a well in an area dominated by vineyard land use. The Huichica area began receiving
recycled water in the mid 1990s, and it is assumed that the large drawdown observed in
Well Q18-01 from 1990 to 1995 and subsequent recovery of observed groundwaterlevels is the result of the recycled water offsetting groundwater pumping in the area. No
such dynamics are observed in the simulated hydrograph. This is not unexpected as the
exact location of all of the wells in the area are not well known and the observed
declines and subsequent recovery may have been attributed to pumping from Well Q1801 or other nearby well. Despite this, average groundwater-levels and seasonal
fluctuations are simulated well at this location from 1981 to 2014.

Agua Caliente and Kenwood Subareas
Three hydrographs from the Glen Ellen and Kenwood subareas are included in Figure
C-26. The hydrograph from well J07-03 begins in 1974 with a decline from 300 feet to
260 feet by 2014 with seasonal fluctuations of 10-20 feet. Results from layer 2
reproduce the decline in groundwater-levels, whereas the groundwater-levels in layer 1
produce seasonal fluctuations of around 5 – 10 feet. Overall the long-term declines are
moderately well reproduced, whereas the seasonal fluctuation are more poorly
reproduced. Wells G04-02 and G03-03, both located in the Kenwood subarea, are
located within 1 mile of each other but exhibit notably different dynamics and are both
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well reproduced by the groundwater model. The seasonal fluctuations and average
groundwater-levels are simulated effectively, and importantly, so is the response of the
groundwater-level to the 1976 – 1977 drought in G04-02. Well H05-03 is located 1/3 of
a mile from Sonoma Creek in Kenwood. Given its proximity to the creek and the
importance of groundwater elevation to surface-water groundwater dynamics, it is
encouraging that the groundwater elevation at this well are reproduced by the
groundwater model accurately.

Vertical head differences
The vertical head differences from the 6 pairs of observation wells is shown in Figure C27. The trend, magnitude and more subtle fluctuations observed between wells K13-04
and K13-02 are exhibited by the simulated hydraulic head differences in at that location
(Figure C-27a and C27b). At the nested observation wells near Watmaugh Road,
observed head differences increase from 28 feet in late 2011 to 40 feet by late 2012, for
M15-04A and M15-04C. The simulated head differences show similar seasonal
fluctuations and a growing head differences, but it takes until late 2014 to reach 40 feet.
In contrast, the deeper hydraulic head differences at this location are over-estimated by
the model, with differences of 10 feet, compared to an observed head difference that
ranges from -3 feet to +4 feet.
At the nested observation well near the Sonoma Valley Wastewater Treatment
Plant, the head differences are simulated correctly in direction for the shallow mid-depth
pairs, but incorrectly for the deeper simulation pair. The overall 3-year trend observed in
N16-06A and N16-06B is reproduced in the simulated differences, whereas in the N1654

06B/N16-0BC pair shows no trend but larger seasonal fluctuations that are not
observed in the simulated data, though the average head differences are similar
between the observed and simulated. The deeper simulated head differences at this
location are the poorest of all the pairs; observed data indicate an upward head
difference, and the data display an unresponsive, zero-mean head difference. Overall
the vertical head gradient simulation results indicate that the model is capable of
representing gradient direction very well, and generally does an adequate job at
representing gradient magnitude and changes in gradient.

Stream Discharge
The ability of the model to simulate streamflow is assessed through visual analysis of
streamflow hydrographs, flow exceedance plots, and statistical methods. Three
hydrographs are presented in Figure C-28 with the flow exceedance plot for each. At
the Agua Caliente gage, during the earlier period from 1970 to 1981 (Figure C-28 a, b,
c), stream discharge is estimated accurately until about the 70th percentile of discharge - meaning the model is accurate at flows greater than 1 - 2 cfs. In the simulation record
>95% of discharge is greater than 1 cfs, but only 80% of observed discharge
measurements are greater than that flow. The more recent streamflow observations are
improved compared to the earlier (Figure C-28 d,e,f), though there is still a small bias
towards overpredicting stream discharge at low-flows. The Kenwood hydrograph
(Figure C-28 g,h,i) stands in contrast to the Agua Caliente gage, exhibiting a tendency
to underpredict discharge at flows greater than the 20th percentile, or about 11 cfs. For
example, the median flow for the observed gage is 0.8 cfs but in the simulated data it is
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0.25 cfs. The cause of the underprediction is unclear, but could potentially be a result of
the simulated proportion of runoff and recharge being too high in the groundwater model
area and subcatchments, unrepresentative streambed topography, simulated
groundwater levels near the stream being too low, or simulated stream diversions being
too high.
The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency statistic is a commonly used and useful metric to
evaluate hydrologic model performance (Legates, D. R., and G. J. McCabe Jr.,1999), and
is calculated as:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 1 −

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝜎𝜎 2

where σ2 is the observed variance in discharge. NSE can vary from [-∞ to 1], with values
less than zero representing poor model performance and values closer to 1 indicating
better model performance (Gupta, H. V., and H. Kling, 2011). The NSE for Agua
Caliente (11458500) is 0.72 from a record of 296 months, and the NSE for Kenwood
(11458433) is 0.67 from a record of 73 months. The higher metric for Agua Caliente is
promising as the record spans wet and dry conditions, and its flow is a greater function
of the hydrogeologic system than the Kenwood gage. Sonoma Creek is gaining during a
majority of the observations, which is captured by model output.

Seepage Run
As described previously, stream seepage measurements determine whether a reach is
gaining, losing, or neutral, in terms of its surface-water groundwater exchange. These
seepage measurements are compared with the corresponding simulated surface-water
groundwater exchange to assess the model’s ability to simulate the exchange. Seepage
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run results indicate a high degree of model correlation along Sonoma Creek, moderate
to high correlation along Calabazas Creek, and moderate to poor correlation along the
smaller tributary reaches in Southern Sonoma Valley, near El Verano and the City of
Sonoma (Figure C-29). Only in one instance on Sonoma Creek does model output
incorrectly indicate a gaining flux when the stream reach is observed as losing. This
occurs as Sonoma Creek leaves the Sugarloaf Park area in northern part of the model.
The observed neutral surface water-groundwater exchange on Sonoma Creek are
generally represented by small values of exchange in the model output. Deviations from
the observed data occur along Fowler Creek, Rodgers Creek, Nathanson Creek, and
Arroyo Seco. Along these creeks the streams generally transition from losing to gaining
in the observed data. The transition from losing to gaining in these southern reaches
occurs in none of the corresponding simulated exchange. This could indicate that
groundwater-levels are too low near the stream or streambed elevations are too high.

Historical Simulated Groundwater Budgets
This section presents the simulated groundwater budget for the model simulation period
from December 1969 to September 2014.

Groundwater Model Area Budget
The budget for the groundwater model area is shown in Figure C-30. The budget
component fluxes are summed by calendar year for the groundwater model area and do
not include the subcatchment areas. Years 1969 and 2014 are 1 and 10 months long,
respectively. The largest inflows into the model are mountain front recharge, off-channel
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recharge, and stream leakage (Table C-13). Off-channel recharge is the vertical
infiltration of precipitation or excess applied agricultural irrigation. In 2013 the lowest
amount of mountain front recharge occurred, producing only 18 acre-feet of inflow, and,
in contrast, 56,500 acre-feet of inflow occurred in 1983. The median for all years is
28,900 acre-feet. The average of the 5 years with the lowest mountain front recharge is
5,100 acre feet, and the average for the 5 highest years is 49,400 acre-feet. Off-channel
recharge ranges from 520 to 14,300 acre-feet, with a median value of 5,300 acre-feet,
and is generally 20% of yearly mountain front recharge. The largest outflows are
groundwater surface leakage, groundwater evapotranspiration, and agricultural
pumping. Surface leakage occurs when infiltration rates are greater than the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, or when the phreatic groundwater elevation is higher
than the ground surface (Niswonger et al, 2006). Surface leakage rates mirror
groundwater inflows, with an R2 of 0.92 when regressed against the yearly sum of
mountain front recharge, off-channel recharge, and stream leakage. Surface leakage
volumes range from 1,400 acre-feet (2013) to 50,300 (1983) acre-feet, with a median
value of 19,400 acre-feet (Figure C-31). Yearly groundwater evaporation volumes are
more independent of major inflows, with a coefficient of determination (R2) half that of
the regression statistic for groundwater surface leakage. The application of a 5-year
moving average reveals that groundwater ET has a peak in 1997 of 8,900 acre-feet
after which it begins to decline to 5,300 acre-feet in 2011. These dynamics indicate that
GW ET responds more to groundwater-levels (that are declining in this time period),
compared to surface leakage which acts to modulate large storage changes by
preventing large increases in storage during periods of large inflows, and diminishes
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during periods of low inflows. Inflow and outflow of groundwater is simulated through the
general head boundaries at the southern margin of the groundwater model area. The
volumes of water exchanged at the boundary are nearly negligible under the range of
conditions simulated (Figure C-31).
At the end of the baseline model simulation period, the total change in
groundwater storage is a decline of 11,500 acre feet (Table C-13). Similar storage
conditions existed in 1976, when storage declined 7,200 acre feet, whereas in 1983,
groundwater storage had increased a total of 12,400 acre-feet since 1969. Groundwater
storage has declined 8,300 acre-feet between 2004 and 2014 (840 AFY) and 4,200
acre-feet between 2009 and 2014 (840 AFY). These declines included two years of
moderate recovery in 2010 and 2012.
Groundwater storage and other groundwater budget components are analyzed
by subarea (Table C14) to assess groundwater conditions on a localized scale. Table
C14 shows recent trends in groundwater storage conditions from 2009 to 2014.
Groundwater storage declines are greatest for Glen Ellen, City, Kenwood, and El
Verano subareas, whereas Baylands and Huichica show small positive increases in
groundwater storage. The total storage change for each subarea is shown in Table C15. The table separates the depth types into shallow for layer 1, medium for layers 2, 3
and 4, and deep for layers 5 and 6. Total storage declines in the shallow, medium and
deep zones are similar in magnitude, composing 34%, 27% and 39% of the total
declines, respectively. Four of the eight subareas in the shallow depths exhibit declines
greater than 1,000 acre-feet and two (Glen Ellen and Huichica) show groundwater
storage increases greater than 1,300 acre-feet. Storage declines in the medium depth
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layers are dominated by the Glen Ellen subarea; 86% of the 3,125 acre-feet of mediumdepth storage declines occurs in Glen Ellen, and the rest show modest declines
between 0 and 300 acre-feet. All of the southern subareas, including El Verano, City,
Rodgers Creek, Huichica, and Baylands, show declines in the deeper layers. The City
and El Verano subareas experience the greatest declines in storage of 1,925 and1,150
acre-feet, respectively, whereas a 1,200 acre-feet increase in storage occurs in the
deeper portion of the Kenwood subarea.
Groundwater pumping for agriculture in the groundwater model area is simulated
by MODLFOW-OWHM in the Farm Management Process package, and is a model
output. The total yearly pumping for the groundwater model and subcatchment areas is
shown in Figure C-32. Groundwater demands nearly increase by a factor of 2.5 from
1970 to 2007, growing from 3,650 acre-feet to 8,800 acre-feet in that period. Growth
occurs in all groups of demands, both in the subcatchment and groundwater model
areas. In terms of relative growth rates, groundwater pumping by public suppliers and
agricultural users in the subcatchment areas increases the most. Agriculture composes
a majority of total groundwater use, representing 55% of the total, with a growth of at
least 1,000 acre-feet occurring in both the subcatchment and the model areas.
Groundwater pumping by subarea is shown in Figure C-33, and separates usage into
agricultural, as modeled by the FMP package, and non-agricultural usage, which is
composed of rural residential and public suppliers. The City and El Verano subareas
have the greatest overall pumping with 1,600 acre-feet and 1,900 acre-feet in the last
five years. Rodgers Creek experiences a growth of about 1,000 acre-feet in agricultural
pumping, whereas the Huichica subarea experiences a 400 acre-feet growth in
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agricultural pumping between 1998 and 2007. After this period agricultural demands fall
to less than 200 acre-feet as a result of recycled water deliveries. The impact of
recycled water deliveries on groundwater pumping for farms that receive recycled water
deliveries is shown in Figure C-34.
Mountain front recharge is the largest inflow by volume, and is an inflow to every
subarea. Year-to-year variations in inflow are generally matched between basins
(Figure C-35). Rodgers Creek, Kenwood, Glen Ellen, El Verano, and City are most
dominated by mountain front recharge, all receiving at least a ratio of 5.8 of mountain
front recharge to extra-channel recharge. Huichica, Agua Caliente and Baylands
subareas have higher proportions of extra-channel recharge than the other subarea,
receiving a ratio of 0.4 – 3.9 of mountain front recharge to extra-channel recharge. Glen
Ellen receives the greatest amount of mountain front recharge of all subareas whereas
the Baylands subarea receives the most extra-channel recharge (Table C14; 5year
zone budget). Between 18 – 25% of the total mountain front recharge and extra-channel
recharge occurs in January, February and December each.
Surface-water groundwater exchange is an important factor for stream ecological
function, nutrient cycling, and understanding its dynamics is critical to effective
management of water resources (Winter et al, 1998). Groundwater discharge to and
from streams may be impacted by changes in local waterlevel, runoff volumes and
timing, groundwater pumping, changes in land use and other processes. The net
simulated groundwater exchange is a positive discharge from the groundwater system
to the stream network (Figure C-36). The yearly dynamics vary between zones.
Kenwood, Glen Ellen, El Verano, and Agua Caliente are consistently net positive
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discharging groundwater to streams, and all of these zones, except Glen Ellen, exhibit
the greatest net discharge during March or April and smallest net discharge between
August and November. Rodgers Creek and the City subareas exhibit more dynamic
exchanges. Rodgers Creek is predominantly a losing reach with much of the outflow to
the groundwater system occurring between June and March. The City subarea is less
consistently but generally a net gaining reach, with October and November its months
with greatest stream losses, among the other gaining months. Local minima in 5-year
net groundwater discharge occur in 1976-1977 and 1990-1991 for all subareas except
the Baylands. For a majority of the subareas, the net 5-year running mean groundwater
discharge during 2010 to 2014 is lower than the minima found in the previous 40 years.
These results indicate the intensity of the drought during this period, and to how the
hydrogeologic system responds to a diminished inflow.
The groundwater budget was analyzed for yearly horizontal inflows between
adjacent subareas. Horizontal inflows for all subareas is shown in Figure C-37a. The
Agua Caliente subarea receives horizontal inflow from the Glen Ellen subarea to the
north. Supplemented with additional inflows, this water flows mostly to El Verano
Subarea, where only 20-40% of it continues to other zones. The City subarea shows
declines in the horizontal outflows to the Baylands and Huichica subareas, and the
Baylands shows a nearly continual decline in inflows from Huichica, Rodgers Creek, El
Verano (and City) subareas. The Huichica subarea showed stable groundwater
exchange with the Baylands until 2000, at which point groundwater pumping increased
from 200 acre-feet per year to 500 acre-feet per year, causing outflows to the Baylands
subarea to decrease by an amount similar to the increase in pumping. Though the
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pumping in the Huichica area has dropped since between 2006 and 2014 back to 200
acre-feet per year, the horizontal outflow to the Baylands subarea has not recovered. In
the northern end of the model boundary, the Kenwood subarea generally received
inflow from the lower Glen Ellen subarea 1970 to 2000, despite the Kenwood subarea
being topographically generally higher. After this period the flow directions changed and
Kenwood became a net source of inflow to the Glen Ellen subarea.
Water budgets associated with simulated farms were extracted from model
output to investigate the relationships of groundwater pumping, evaporation and
transpiration, and the sources of water. The budgets were separated into areas with: 1)
active irrigation and 2) those without active irrigation, which is predominantly native
vegetation and also includes non-irrigated agriculture, urban areas, and other smaller
land-use types. Figure C-38 shows the average monthly simulated MODFLOW-OWHM
farm budgets for 2009 to 2014. Active irrigated farm areas exhibit a bimodal exchange
of water. The first pulse of exchange occurs during November to April when
precipitation is the major inflow to the shallow subsurface. During this period run-off
mirrors precipitation rates until April when transpiration and evaporation of precipitation
rates increase, causing a decrease in runoff compared to the precipitation. The nonirrigated areas exhibit a different dynamic during this period. During this period there are
consistently higher evaporation and transpiration of precipitation in the non-active farm
areas, which is likely caused by the higher crop coefficients of the constituent crops
during the winter months for non-active farms. Evaporation and transpiration of
groundwater is an additional source of water for the non-active farms November through
April. During this period for the non-active farms, evapotranspiration of precipitation
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totals 30,800 acre-feet, groundwater ET totals 2,200 acre-feet, and the combined ET of
precipitation totals 5,400 acre-feet. For both active farms and non-active farm areas,
infiltration of precipitation produces deep percolation with negative values. Negative
deep percolation is rejected infiltration as a result of precipitation rates that are greater
than vertical hydraulic conductivity of the UZF cell.
From May to September, precipitation rates decline, and the water budget
becomes more strongly influenced by the agricultural water demands. Figure C-39
shows the farm budget for active farms for the months of May – September. In this
period combined ET of groundwater is relatively small (sum = 282 acre-feet), and the
combined ET of precipitation is 40% of groundwater pumping rates (sum=1360 acrefeet). Groundwater pumping is the main source of irrigation (3,449 acre-feet), though
recycled water deliveries (806 acre-feet) and surface-water diversions (118 acre-feet)
offset groundwater pumping by 21% for this period. Excess infiltration of precipitation
and irrigation produces a total 337 acre-feet of runoff and 157 acre-feet of recharge
during these months.

Comparison with Previous Studies
Simulated groundwater budgets for 1974 to 2000 were extracted in order to
compare the groundwater budget simulation results with previous estimates for Sonoma
Valley. As described in the introduction, MODFLOW groundwater models were
developed for the Sonoma Valley by Farrar et al (2006; SVMW1) and this model was
subsequently improved by Bauer (2008; SVMW2). Table C16 (Bauer comp table with
report.xlsx) shows the simulated groundwater budgets which groups similar
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components in order to compare them between models. Total recharge differs greatly
between SVMW2 and this study, with recharge in this study totaling 57% of the
recharge in SVWM2. SVMW1 and this study are within 3% of each other. The difference
in recharge volumes is likely because the BCM, which calculated subcatchment
recharge rates, has a maximum rate of recharge set by bedrock hydraulic conductivity,
whereas the SVMW2 assumes, that after ET and other hydrologic interceptions are
made, that excess precipitation is shared evenly between runoff and recharge, without
any limits for the two fluxes. Inflow from the San Pablo Bay is much greater in the
SVMW1 than SVWM2 and this report. This is due to a model construction error, and
was corrected in SVWM2 (Bauer, 2008). Inflow from stream leakage is comparable
between SVWM1 and this report, though SVMW1 only simulates Sonoma Creek and
not smaller streams. Inflow from Sonoma Creek in SVWM2 is much greater than this
report. This could potentially be a result of the high stream conductances in SVMW2
(2,000 ft/day) versus those in this report (0.001 – 2.6 ft/day), or lower simulated
hydraulic heads in layer 1 in SVMW2 than in this report. The combined outflow of the
drains and stream segments in SVMW2 are 2.6 times greater than those simulated in
this report. Bauer (2008; p. 39) notes that these outflows are correlated with recharge
and are rejected recharge of this inflow. Therefore if the recharge in SVMW2 were
lower, then the outflows would similarly decrease. Finally, total pumping in SVWM1 and
SVWM2 are identical (numerical constraints resulted in different reported values) and
are 65% greater than this report, with SVMW2 at 7,622 acre-feet per year and 4,560
acre-feet per year in this report. Between the two estimates of groundwater pumping,
agriculture has the largest difference by user group; in SVMW1 and SVMW2 agricultural
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groundwater pumping is 6,200 acre-feet in 2000. It is 3,300 acre-ft in this report in 2000.
SVMWM1 and SVMW2 estimated groundwater pumping by utilizing annual applied
irrigation estimates, which for vineyards was 0.6 ft/year. After accounting for
groundwater and precipitation inflows, farm irrigation requirements are 0.44 acre-feet
per year for 2000 to 2005 for a single active farm of vineyards. If the applied irrigation
estimate of SVWM1 and SVMW2 were equal to the farm delivery requirement in this
report, and if they incorporated surface water diversions, the agricultural estimates
would be within 800 acre-feet of each other.

Parameter sensitivities
The parameter estimates derived from the inversion process have varying
degrees importance to the calibration. Parameter composite sensitivity is a common
way of expressing parameter importance, and identifies which parameters most greatly
alter residuals. It is defined as the sum of the Jacobian matrix for each parameter
(column vector) multiplied by measurement weights, normalized by the number of
observations (Doherty, 2015). Though a parameter may have high sensitivity, it may still
have a wide range of values that produces comparable model output, and its estimated
value is not non-unique. The ability to estimate a parameter is defined by its
identifiability. A parameter with low identifiability can arise when a parameter is
correlated with other parameters, meaning that its effect on residuals may be offset by
changes in other parameters. The Python package PESTools (Fienen et al, 2016) was
used to calculate parameter sensitivities and identifiabilities, and the results are show in
Table C17 (Sensitivity table Individual.xlsx). The top 6 most sensitive parameter are
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those related to streambed conductance (sfr_seg23), a multiplier of precipitation
(prec_mult), two seasonal crop coefficient multipliers (scl_kcswsu and scl_kcswsp),
shallow vertical hydraulic conductivity (vk_1_nglen), and factors that control the amount
of runoff from precipitation (natfiesw and urbfiesw). By group the following parameters
have the lowest sensitivity (Table C18): vertical anisotropy parameters that determine
vertical anisotropy in the City, Bay and Eastside zones; vertical saturated conductivity
(VKS) for the UZF package; and the multipliers of the hydraulic conductivities estimated
from the lithology model. The model output is notably insensitive to general head
boundary conductance, though the parameter is moderately identifiable. The sensitivity
of the East Side fault is greater than that of the City Fault, but both exhibit low
identifiabilities and are therefore poorly estimable.

Uncertainty in Total Groundwater Storage Change
Groundwater models are imperfect representations of reality and contain within
them errors that cause uncertainty in their predictions. These errors arise from
measurement noise in the datasets that they are calibrated upon, the inability to fully
characterize the subsurface, and problems with developing appropriate conceptual
models (Konikow and Bredehoft 1992, Moore and Doherty, 2005, Hunt and Welter,
2005). Because of these problems, it is necessary to present model output in a
probabilistic manner (Anderson et al, 2015). In this work this was achieved through the
PEST software (Doherty, 2010; White et al, 2016). PEST was used to produce
hundreds of model parameter sets that are within Null-space of the calibration. These
datasets should ideally produce nearly equivalent model output to that obtained in
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calibrated dataset. The actual approach taken was to perform the model simulations
with all of the Null-Space datasets, and then to select those that have total weighted
square residuals close to the calibrated model simulation.
Figure C-40 shows the results of the Null-Space Monte Carlo modeling for the
total groundwater model storage change calculation. The prediction uncertainty analysis
indicates that the change in storage is -13,396 acre-ft with a standard deviation of 5,646
acre-ft for the period from 1974 to 2014. There are 93 out of the 510 model runs that
satisfy the total weighted square residuals with values less than 550,000. The calibrated
model has a total weighted square residuals of 350,000. The residuals and hydrographs
for some of these models exhibit decent correspondence with observed data. They are
however worse than the ‘calibrated’ model. The selection of a larger cutoff is driven by
the fact that the Null-Space Monte Carlo analysis only incorporates parameter error and
not errors in the conceptual model development. Therefore a larger cutoff value may
‘make-up’ for some of the missed uncertainty that arises due to conceptual error.

Model Assumptions and Limitations
The general purpose of developing this model was to refine understanding of the
groundwater flow system within Sonoma Valley, make a tool that will help understand
the impact of various management actions, and understand possible future impact of
climate change and continued development of the basin. A significant effort was made
to include relevant details, by, for example, improving the model layering and
hydrogeologic conceptualization, and refining estimates of irrigation requirements that
account for streamflow diversions, recycled water deliveries, and detailed crop mapping.
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Even with the effort to incorporate many details and stressors of the system, there
exists system processes not included in the model, and generalizations and
assumptions that limit the models ability to simulate fine-scale processes.
To estimate crop water demands it was assumed that crop water needs are
uniform for each crop. This assumption is especially relevant to vineyard irrigation given
its proportion of the valley’s land use, but may also be relevant to grain and hay crop
types, as well. For vineyards, factors that are not considered include management
decisions, grape variety, row and plant spacing, soil type, and deficit irrigation.
Management decisions not considered refers mainly to vineyard managers whose
irrigation practices do not reflect the vine transpirative demands. Conversely, other
managers may apply less water than transpirative demands for deficit irrigation
practices. Presumably by using empirical locally derived crop coefficients from the
Russian River actual evapotranspiration should be reasonably estimated thus resulting
in reliable vineyard pumping estimates. Frost protection and the use of on-farm storage
ponds were not incorporated in the simulation, which would tend to offset each other’s
water use.
BCM inputs were used as boundary conditions for the subcatchment inflow on
the periphery of the model. Given that groundwater inflow from this source represents
80% of total groundwater inflows, it is important to assess the accuracy and
reasonability of the values used. As indicated earlier, output from the BCM is used as
boundary conditions for mountain front recharge for other groundwater flow models in
California (Hanson et al, 2015, Hanson et al, 2012, Faunt et al, 2015) and for planning
studies within the region (Flint et al, 2015). In contrast other studies estimate recharge
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and runoff values within an integrated groundwater flow model. In the Santa Rosa Plain
groundwater model the ratio of recharge to precipitation is 0.08 (Wolfenden and
Nishikawa, 2014), whereas the ratio for the subcatchment areas is 0.23 in this report,
indicating that there is three times more recharge generated from unit of precipitation.
Future work might pursue re-estimating subcatchment groundwater recharge to improve
the model, though it should be noted there exists few types of data that can corroborate
these estimates making estimating groundwater recharge fraught with uncertainty
(Healy and Scanlon, 2010).
The monthly stress periods should allow for adequate representation of
groundwater processes, including the interaction of surface-water and groundwater.
However, the stress period length prohibits simulating shorter duration streamflow
events that may be important for ecological processes. Another source of uncertainty
from the streams is due to stream channel widths being held constant during the
simulation, due to model numerical instabilities. This likely causes an overprediction of
the surface water and groundwater exchange. In terms of calibration measurements, a
lack of discharge measurements in the smaller tributaries prohibited their calibration.
The ability of the model to simulate groundwater pumping is impacted by a
variety of factors. The lack of data relating to location, perforation depths, and
ownership are sources of model uncertainty. This information gap is relevant for
agricultural wells, rural domestic, and industrial wells. The impact is likely greater to
incorrectly locating the depth at which the pumping is occurring, versus the spatial
location. This is because the well database was used to locate a realistic nearby well,
whereas groundwater pumping depth was chosen from a nearby well that might be
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vastly different than actual well perforation depths. Additionally, during calibration it was
assumed that all groundwater pumping occurs in the deepest model layer that a well is
shown to be perforated in. This prohibits the occurrence of intraborehole flow, which
occurs when there are vertical gradients along a borehole with a long perforated
interval.
Groundwater pumping reported to the Division of Drinking Water by public water
systems was used to represent public water systems and other users. As seen in Figure
B-16, data coverage begins in the mid 1990’s for most records. Considerable errors and
data gaps within the reported values appear to exist. Despite these shortcomings, this
group of groundwater users is the most well constrained water user within the model.
The parcel-based approach used to estimate rural domestic groundwater use is based
on local data (eg percent of parcel estimated to be turf, indoor water use is from
VOMWD average use, and monthly scaling factors), resulting in detailed, site-specific,
and defensible estimates of rural domestic water use. The estimates provided here
could be refined by, for example, surveying indoor and outdoor water use, though there
would likely still remain considerable uncertainty in valley-wide estimates.

Recommended Future Work
A number of recommendations are made to improve the baseline and future scenarios
simulations. These recommendations can be divided into code improvements,
calibration metrics, conceptual model improvements, and data coverage.
Various improvements could be made to incorporate processes related to
agricultural irrigation and water use practices. As described above, on-farm storage of
water in agricultural ponds is not incorporated into the simulation of agricultural
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irrigation. Such an improvement would require changes to the underlying code, and
collection of additional data. The water source, location and intended use of agricultural
ponds would need to be known in order to adequately incorporate their use in the
simulations. Using sprinklers as frost protection of vineyards is another process not
included in the model. To accurately portray its use would require estimates of daily
minimum temperatures for the simulation periods. Furthermore, if this were included as
a package of the MODFLOW-OWHM code, a significant portion of the code would need
to be rewritten in order to account for the daily stress-periods not currently available to
the code. Another capability that could be improved is that the FMP assumes there is no
water soil storage. Because of this crop ET requirements are impacted only by the
current stress period precipitation (or other fluxes such as groundwater transpiration),
and not from previous stress-periods. This may be especially important during years
when there is late precipitation in which soil moisture may act to buffer the need for
irrigation until as last as August (Battany and Tindula, 2018), which is different than the
irrigation schedule used here. Together these model improvements would make the
simulations more complex and realistic in terms of process, but they may not actually
make estimates more accurate without the underlying data to support their inclusion.
Along with these underlying data, measured groundwater pumping would be useful to
calibrate the processes that impact how it is estimated.
Mountainfront recharge is a significant flux into the groundwater system. Extending
the numerical groundwater flow model into the subcatchments, and eliminating the BCM
input in those areas, is a possible approach to refining mountainfront recharge. This
would allow for simultaneous calibration of the subcatchment inflows with the calibration
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of the groundwater flow model. Additionally it would simplify model construction and
updating by removing the need to perform the intermediate steps of estimating
subcatchment demands.
Various data could be collected to improve the calibration of the model.
Streamflow discharge measurements in the tributaries would likely improve simulation
of low-flow conditions and the shallow alluvial aquifer system. Such measurements are
currently being made by the Sonoma Ecology Center at more than 40 sites that could
be used if the model is updated. Stream widths are currently constant in the model
simulations. By allowing stream widths to change based on simulated discharge a more
realistic estimate of surface water groundwater interactions would emerge.
Hydrogeologic datasets may allow for improvements to the hydrogeologic
conceptual model that is used as the basis for model layering and aquifer properties.
Geophysical logs of boreholes drilled to 400 feet or deeper in areas devoid of them –
such as in the Rodgers Creek, Agua Caliente, and Huichica subareas – would be useful
for detailing aquifer properties and stratigraphy. The Glen Ellen and Kenwood subareas
have very few deeper wells (deeper than 400 feet) used for the hydrogeologic
conceptual and few dedicated monitoring wells.
Dedicated nested monitoring wells offer benefits not found at volunteer wells.
First, they are free of the direct influence of groundwater pumping at the well and
constructed solely to measure groundwater head within a specific depth, compared to
domestic wells which commonly have longer perforated intervals. Secondly they offer
information on the vertical gradients at a location. The addition of shallow wells located
near streams would help in the characterization of surface water groundwater
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interactions. Measurements from these wells could be directly used in the calibration of
such interactions.
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Chapter D: Future Scenario Development
In the future the growth in groundwater demands will continue to be influenced by
socio-economic, technological, and other factors. Producing a single estimate of change
in future demands is therefore complex and unreliable. A similar situation exists for
future climate conditions, presumably to a higher degree, as there remains uncertainty
in the physical processes that drive global climate and the future rate of emissions of
greenhouse gasses are also uncertain (Nakicenovic et al, 2000). Our approach to
modeling the combined impact of future climate and growing groundwater demands on
groundwater resources is to combine a suite of demand and climate scenarios to
produce a total of 12 unique scenarios (Table 1). This method attempts to bracket the
expected uncertainty inherent in both future demands and climate change and is similar
to climate change assessments that use a suite of emission scenarios and different
climate models to generate an ensemble of climate output to quantify prediction
uncertainty.
The time period for the future modeling is from November, 2014 to December,
2065, beginning immediately after the historical baseline conditions. Initial groundwater
conditions were provided by those calculated at the termination of the historical baseline
conditions ending in October, 2014.
Three levels of demands were chosen to represent the potential variability in
future demands. The magnitude of each demand level was calculated by adjusting
factors – such as indoor water use – that contribute to varied water use. When possible
an effort was made to bound the contributing factors to within published or empirically75

based limits. The three groups of groundwater users that contribute to changing
demands in the future scenarios are: 1) vineyard development, 2) population growth as
represented by development of domestic units, and 3) public water suppliers. Other
groups of water uses are assumed to remain constant throughout the future scenarios.
These include the smaller public suppliers identified in the department of public health
records. This group of water users consists of trailer parks, wineries, parks, and other
small users. Monthly groundwater pumping rates for these users were assigned the
monthly average from a 5-year period spanning 2008 – 2014.

Rural Domestic Growth
Growth in rural domestic demands for all three demand scenarios was calculated
by adding new residential units throughout the modeling period, and assigning
groundwater pumping rates to the new units. Residential growth rates are extracted
from the Plan Bay Area UrbanSim (2013) modeling results. Plan Bay Area utilizes
Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ) as its basis for modeling and communicating
results. Residential growth rates are calculated for all of the TAZ’s covering the Sonoma
Creek Watershed.
In calculating the residential growth rates for each TAZ, the following
assumptions are made: the number of units added from the UrbanSim modeling period
of 2013 to 2040 can be extrapolated to 2065, new units are added uniformly through
time (ie linear growth), and growth within TAZ’s is random. Portions of TAZ’s that extend
beyond the Sonoma Creek watershed were removed and growth rates were re-
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calculated for the remaining portion of the TAZ. The number of housing units projected
to be developed for each TAZ is shown in Figure D-1.
The next step is to determine which parcels were available to undergo
development of housing units. This is achieved by removing parcels that are already
developed or those limited by zoning or ownership. The County of Sonoma codifies its
zoning in the General Plan by assigning classes of land use, with associated
restrictions, to all parcels in the county. The land use types permitting development are
highlighted in Table 2. With the parcels available for development identified, model input
files were created by moving through the model period and adding new housing units as
determined by the growth rate for each TAZ. The year each parcel is developed is
shown in Figure D-2. The total number of new housing units is the same for all three
demand scenarios, with a total of 1,145 new units from 2014 to 2065. The demands
assigned to the new units varies and depend upon on demand scenario.
The functions used to calculate rural domestic demands were adapted from the
method used to calculate demands for the historical baseline scenario. See Appendix d
for methods used to calculate indoor water use demands and Appendix e for the
property-area to groundwater demand relationships used for the various demand
situations. The maximum demands is 1.5 acre-ft/year, 2.1 acre-ft/year, and 3.2 acreft/year, for the low, medium, and high demand scenarios, respectively.
The final demands for rural residential in the year 2065 are 2,844 acre-ft/year,
3,161 acre-ft/year, and 3,774 acre-ft/year for the low-, medium-, and high-demands. The
growth in rural domestic demands are shown in Figure D-3, Figure D-4, and Figure D-5.
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Given the high density of pre-existing wells within Sonoma Valley, the new demands are
assigned to pre-existing wells from the baseline scenario.

Vineyard Development
The growth of vineyards is expected to continue within Sonoma Valley and an effort was made
to project the growth in an empirical and defensible way. It is important to emphasize that this is
not a prediction of future growth rates or a basis to categorize future growth as fast or slow. The
methods are an extrapolation of observed trends and associated uncertainty in those
projections. The methods do not account for factors such as changes in demand for winegrapes, availability of water, or climate change. The approach taken can be split into three
steps: 1) quantify low, medium, and high development rates (acres per year) from observed
data, 2) calculate vineyard-conversion rankings for all parcels, and 3) use the ranking found in
step 2 to satisfy the growth scenarios identified in step 1.
The history of vineyard land-use from 1999 to 2012 was used as the basis for calculating
vineyard development rates. This period of record includes vineyard land-use totals for 1999,
2001, 2002, 2004, 2005, and 2012. As described in Chapter B, these records were derived from
various data sources of varying quality and methodologies. A number of regressions were made
on different combinations of the observed data in order to derive a range of projections. This
jackknife-like approach is used to remove bias from individual measurements on the regression
and are shown in Table 3. Low, medium, and high development rates were chosen from the
larger group of regressions. The final growth projections are shown in Figure D-6 (Vineyard
expansion projections).
The second step to projecting vineyard development was to determine where
development will occur. Heaton and Merenlender (2000) developed a Vineyard Expansion
Model for Sonoma County that utilized information on slopes, aspect, elevation, and other
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physical factors to statistically derive values that represent the tendency of locations to be
converted to vineyards. A new higher-resolution VEM using more recent data was created for
Sonoma Valley, which is a logistic regression of vineyard presence (dependent categorical
variable) with physical factors that are expected to influence suitability of a site for vineyard
development (independent variables). The independent variables used in the regression are
(Figures D-7, D-8, D-9, D-10, D-11) :
●

elevation

●

slope

●

aspect

●

hydrologic soil group of C or higher (ie A, B, or C)

●

marsh conditions (shallow groundwater) from NRCS soil data

The independent and dependent parameters were derived in GIS for a grid covering the entire
watershed with a resolution of 250 ft x 250 ft, such that there are four points for each model grid
cell. The logistic regression was calculated with the input variables to derive a best-fit to the
regression equation. This fitted-model was applied to the entire VEM grid to obtain values that
represent the relative probability of each point becoming a vineyard. These values will be used
to assign a ranking to all sites in the model area in order to choose which sites will be converted
to a vineyard under the various development scenarios. Before the growth scenarios can be
performed, locations that cannot be converted to vineyards must first be removed from the
analysis. The following areas were combined to create one database representing areas that
cannot be converted to vineyards in the future:
●

Developed and Urban Window areas (Sonoma County Vegmap Lifeform Mapping)

●

riparian corridors as defined in the Sonoma County general plan

●

a 50-foot buffer of streams (Sonoma County Vegmap)

●

impervious areas (Sonoma County Vegmap)
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●

city boundaries defined by the Permit and Resource Management District

●

critical habitat defined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

●

areas in the California Protected Areas Database (CPAD)

●

public non-protected lands

●

lands held by the Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space district

●

VESCO Planting level I: lands with slopes greater than 50%

For the active model area, the logistic regression values of the points that fall in each model grid
cell were averaged to give each cell a ranking. Grid cells that lie within the prohibited areas
layer were given a score of zero. For the subcatchment areas a new grid (VEM subgrid) with
dimensions of 1500 feet x 1500 feet was created to account for growth in these areas. The
prohibited-areas and 2012 (DWR) vineyards were removed from the subcatchment grids (Figure
D-12). The average of the points that fall within available areas of each VEM subgrid was
assigned as the relative ranking for each VEM subgrid.
The results of the logistic regression and spatial aggregation are shown in Figure D-13.
The valley floors have the highest ranking for future vineyard development whereas a majority
of upland areas have much lower rankings. The proximity of the highest ranking locations to
existing vineyards supports the use of the VEM as a tool for these purposes.
With the three growth rates identified in step 1, and the VEM rankings calculated in step
2, the future land use projections were subsequently made. Vineyard development is calculated
on 5 year intervals from 2015 to 2065. The conversion of non-vineyard to vineyard land use is
accomplished by selecting the highest ranking areas whose combined areas satisfy the
vineyard growth requirements for that period. Preference is not given to areas in the model grid
compared with those in the subcatchments.
The incorporation of the vineyard development into the model is dealt with differently for
the subcatchments and the numerical model area. For the numerical grid the vineyard
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development and incumbent groundwater pumping and other landscape changes are dealt with
via MODFLOW-OWHM’s Farm Package by converting the land-use type to vineyards. The crop
input dataset and the farm grid dataset are the datasets that impart the changes in land use in
MODFLOW-OWHM. Crop changes are made directly in the crop dataset, whereas the farm
conversions were made using the same approach as done in forming farms for the historical
baseline scenarios such that the newly converted vineyard cell should belong to the adjacent or
nearest active farm. This is done so that pumping performed to satisfy crop demands is met with
local groundwater.
In the subcatchment areas the land-use conversion to vineyards was represented in the
model the same way it was done in the historical scenario, namely through the consumption and
reduction of mountain front recharge before it enters the numerical groundwater model. An
irrigation depth of 0.34 feet per year was applied to the vineyards to calculate groundwater
pumping volumes, as was done in the baseline simulation. The vineyard subcatchment areas at
the end of the historical simulation -- which are based upon DWR land use data from 2012 -were used as the initial conditions, with future development being added to these values.
The results of the VEM modeling and conversion of land use type is shown in Figures D14, D-15, D-16. Future development will occur predominantly on the valley floor in the numerical
model area, as is expected from their higher VEM ranking values. For the Low Growth scenario
vineyard development will occur only within the model area, whereas for the High Growth
scenario around 5% of the vineyard development will occur within the subcatchment areas
(Table D-4).

Public Suppliers
The Low Demand scenario for public water suppliers relied upon Urban Water Management
Plans (UWMP) projections. The State of California requires certain urban water suppliers to
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provide projections of future water use and supplies in order to ensure reliability in providing
water to their customers. These projections were performed by the City of Sonoma and Valley
of the Moon Water District and evaluate their gross demand, conservations savings, recycled
water supply, local supply and water deliveries from the Water Agency. The Low Demand
scenario used the reported local supply values from the UWMP values for the City of Sonoma
and VOMWD’s pumping, extrapolating them from 2040 to 2065 (Figure D-17 and D-18).
Pumping was distributed to wells for both water suppliers by calculating the contribution of all
wells to total pumping; pumping for each will is equal to total pumping multiplied by average
proportion of total. The average groundwater pumping from 2008 - 2014 for the City of Sonoma
and VOMWD was used for the entire simulation for the medium demand scenario (Figure D-19
and Figure D-20).
The high demand scenario was developed to account for population growth and the
effect of limited water capacity of the Water Agency to supply water to public suppliers. For this
scenario it is assumed that total demands for the public suppliers scales with estimated
population growth. The Plan Bay Area growth estimates were used to project population for the
model period using the population of 2010 as the starting point. The unincorporated growth rate
was used for the VOMWD population.
The Water Agency stores and distributes water to public suppliers under permits with the
California State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). Under the current permits the Water
Agency will not be able to increase storage or deliveries past the year 2040. Given these
conservative assumptions, any additional demands beyond 2040 will be met by increased
groundwater pumping. The growth in demands, increase in groundwater pumping caused by
insufficient water rights, and total groundwater pumping for both public suppliers are shown in
Figure D-21 and D-22.
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Future Scenarios Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions in the form of PET, precipitation, subcatchment runoff, and mountain
front recharge were calculated for the future model scenarios. Four climate change
scenarios were selected on the basis of their availability, magnitude of change in
precipitation and temperature, and level of mitigation in emission scenario. The four climate
scenarios are CNRM85, GFDLB1, MIROCESM, PCMB1. The change in precipitation and
temperature at years 2040 - 2069 from a historical baseline of 1951 - 1980 for each of
these model scenarios is shown in Figure D-23. Output from these models is downscaled to
appropriate scale and used as model input for the BCM to produce projections of PET,
precipitation, recharge, and runoff (Flint and Flint, 2012 a and b). Subsequently the methods
used for extracting boundary conditions for the baseline conditions were applied to these
output. PET, precipitation, and runoff values for each of the demand scenarios are not
impacted by demands and are therefore the same for a given climate scenario across all
demands. Mountain front recharge rates do account for demands and are therefore different
for each combination of demand and climate scenario.
BCM output consisting of PET and precipitation were interpolated from the original
grid of 885 ft x 885 to the numerical groundwater model grid. These minimally processed,
spatially interpolated monthly-varying PET and precipitation values were used directly as
input for each of the climate scenarios within the numerical groundwater model area. The
projected precipitation and PET for the four scenarios is shown in Figure D-24 and D-25.
PET values for all climate scenarios are similar, whereas the ratio of minimum precipitation
(MIROCESM; 86,799 ac-ft per year) to maximum precipitation (CNRM85; 121,252 ac-ft per
year) is 0.72. Model scenario PCMB1 shows the greatest variability in yearly precipitation
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with a standard deviation around 49,000 acre-ft/year2, whereas MIROCESM shows a tighter
distribution with a standard deviation of 25,000 acre-ft/year2.
Runoff and recharge values were extracted from BCM output for the model
subcatchments, and then processed further. Both recharge and runoff values were scaled
to reflect observed precipitation values from November 2014 to June 2016 based on
preliminary data. Runoff values are aggregated by subcatchments, and routed to SFR
streamflow segments. Yearly runoff for the four climate scenarios are shown in Figure D-26.
After aggregating recharge by subcatchments, the demands from each of the demand
scenarios were subtracted from the BCM recharge to produce mountain front recharge. This
subtraction of demands occurs on a monthly basis and accounts for the location in which
the demands occurs, reducing mountain front recharge where demands are greatest. The
mountain front recharge rates for the climate scenarios are shown in Figures D-27, D-28, D29. Climate scenario MIROCESM is most dominated by runoff with a recharge to runoff
ratio of 0.76; PCMB1 has a ratio of 0.90, and the other fall in between these two values.
Total median runoff and recharge rates are fairly tightly constrained, with the minimum
producing 85% and 80% of the maximum volume for runoff and recharge, respectively. The
variability of runoff and recharge reflect the dynamics in their generation; all scenarios have
standard deviations close to 14, 000 acre-ft/year2 for recharge but show a greater variability
in runoff with standard deviations ranging from 13,145 to 26,768 acre-ft/year2.

Future Scenario Results
Annual Results
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The entire model budget for all 12 model scenarios are shown in Figures D-30, D-31, D32, and D-33. The historical baseline scenario ended in October 2014. For Figures D-30, D-31,
D-32, and D-33 the budget from November and December 2014 are incorporated into the
budget of 2015 in order to present the effect of the climate and demand scenarios together.
Table D-5 shows the net change in groundwater storage for each combination of climate
change and groundwater demand scenario for the future baseline scenarios.
By 2030 all scenarios show recovered groundwater storage compared to the initial
conditions established in 1970 in the baseline scenario. The warm and wet climate exhibited by
the climate scenario PCMB1 remains close to the 1970 baseline conditions until 2050 when a
drier period causes declines in groundwater storage for all demand scenarios. The climate
scenario CNRM85 exhibits a similar pattern as PCMB1 but with larger swings around the 1970
baseline and a recovery in storage following the decline that occurs in 2050. Long-term declines
in groundwater storage define the GFDLB1 and MIROCESM85 climate scenarios. Total inflows
for MIROCESM85 model runs only marginally surpass 50,000 acre-ft one time; total inflows for
the wetter CNRM85 exceed 50,000 acre-ft 12 times in the same period. Consequently
groundwater storage declines are most pronounced in MIROCESM85. For this group of climate
scenario runs there is also the greatest spread in groundwater storage declines between the
low- and high-demands, with a difference of 14,000 acre-feet. The difference between the lowand high-demands for climate CNRM85 is 8,500 acre-feet. These results suggest that in hotter
and drier climates the groundwater system cannot capture greater inflows to offset increases in
demands as effectively as it does in the cooler and wetter climate scenarios. These results also
demonstrate the importance of reducing the uncertainty in climate predictions; there is a 20,000
acre-ft difference in storage change between the warm and dry climate of the GFDL1 scenario
versus the hot and dry scenario of MIROCESM85.
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Subregional zone budgets
Subregional budgets were extracted for each of the 12 model runs for each of the 8
groundwater basins. Only the yearly net storage change is shown for each basin, reflecting the
difference in groundwater inflow versus groundwater outflows. The storage hydrographs for the
four climate scenarios are shown in Figures D-34, D-35, D-36, D-37. The total final storage
change for each zone from 2014 to 2065 is shown in Table 6. The trends for all scenarios show
some similarities and some differences. For all of the 12 scenarios the Baylands and Kenwood
subareas exhibit the greatest decline in total storage and for 11 of the 12 scenarios show a net
decline in groundwater storage. For the other 6 subareas there are less consistent trends. For
example, the City subarea shows a net increase in groundwater storage for three of the four
climate scenarios under low demands, but for the MIROCESM85 scenario the subarea
experiences a net decline. The City and Huichica subareas have the greatest average net
increase in storage, with 1,289 acre-feet and 1,621 acre-feet, respectively, whereas Rodgers
Creek, Glen Ellen, and Agua Caliente subareas show storage changes close to equilibrium, with
values ranging from -232 acre-feet to 287 acre-feet.

Change in heads
Changes in groundwater hydraulic head have important consequences for groundwater
pumping costs, seawater intrusion, and other processes of concern. Groundwater changes were
calculated for the 12 future baseline scenarios by determining the change in hydraulic head
from spring 2014 to spring 2065. The results are shown in Figures D-38 to Figure D-49. The
layers selected for presentation represent the following:
●

Layer 1 - shallow alluvial aquifer with connection to surface-water

●

Layer 3 - middle layer of the confining unit within southern valley

●

Layer 5 - intermediate aquifer of southern valley
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For all scenarios except MIROCESM85, there is a divergence in groundwater elevation trends
between the shallow and deeper aquifers. The shallow groundwater, as shown by results in
layer 1, are generally increasing in groundwater elevation, whereas the confining layers,
represented by layer 3, vary from slight declines to gains, and the deeper aquifer, represented
by layer 5, show dramatic declines exceeding 90ft. These gains and trends are not homogenous
for all layers, especially for layer 1, where, in areas near mountain front recharge zones, the
heads show positive changes and in areas located farther from the inflows, heads are declining.
This gradient from gains near inflows to declines in the medial portion of the model is more
pronounced in the higher demand scenarios than in the lower demand scenarios. In all model
scenarios drawdowns are greatest in areas east of the East Side fault where local drawdowns
exceed 120 feet in the high demand scenario within the hot and dry climate of MIROCESM85.
Drawdowns greater than 50 feet occur in the same area for the low-demands of the warm and
wet climate of PCMB1 in layer 5, though median changes are nearly negligible or positive for a
majority of the subareas for layers 3 and 5 under that scenario. For climate scenario
MIROCESM85 all layers show broad groundwater level declines with median drawdowns
exceeding 40 feet for five of the eight subareas in layer 5 under high demands. Layer 6 shows
similar declines under this scenario. Minor areas generally located in the northern half of the
model area show small groundwater level gains.

Pumping
Farm pumping calculated in MF-OWHM is the majority groundwater pumper at the beginning of
all future baseline scenarios. Farm pumping is calculated for irrigable crops by satisfying the
remaining demand for crops that is not met by the inflow of precipitation, groundwater
evaporation and transpiration, and delivered water. The total model crop demand is driven by
potential evapotranspiration and crop area, among other factors, and will therefore increase as
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temperatures increase and more irrigable crops are planted. Other important factors that will
drive differences between the various model scenarios include variations in groundwater
evapotranspiration due to change in groundwater levels, timing of precipitation to meet or miss
the scheduled crop irrigation timing requirements, and availability of runoff for farms within
nearby SFR stream segments that farms may divert. Because of these varying effects, the
trends in farm pumping are not constant across the scenarios. By the end of the model period in
2065, agricultural pumping in MIROCESM85 exceeds the pumping for the combined domestic,
public supply, and industrial uses for the high demand scenario (Figures D-50, D-51, D-52 and
D53). The same is true for the low- and medium-demand scenarios for all climates, whereas in
the high demand scenarios for the three remaining climate scenarios, the combined nonagricultural pumping exceeds agricultural pumping.
The range in agricultural pumping values for 2060 to 2065 for the high-demand
scenarios is 599 acre feet (MIROCESM = 5,710 acre feet; PCMB1 = 5,111 acre feet; Figure D54). This range exists despite the fact that there is only an 87 acre feet range in the transpiration
from irrigation, or the total amount that must be applied to crops from groundwater pumping,
surface-water deliveries, or surface-water diversions. An important difference that contributes to
this variability in farm budgets is the difference in surface-water diversions. For the high-demand
scenarios, an average of 155 acre feet is diverted in MIROCESM85 and 609 acre feet is
diverted in the lower-pumping scenario of PCMB1. The difference in surface-water diversion
volumes is due to the lower streamflow discharge during the periods in which water needs to be
diverted to supply the irrigation demand. Finally, the difference in pumping between
MIROCESM85 and PCMB1 is reduced by contributions from transpiration of precipitation and
groundwater; together transpiration of precipitation and groundwater contributes 144 acre feet
more to the PCMB1 scenarios than the MIROCESM85 scenarios.
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Surface-Water Groundwater Exchange
In the historical model baseline the groundwater system is a net contributor to surface-water
discharge. The positive net flux persists through all climate cycles that occurred between 1970
and 2014, and the average net discharge to streams during the historical climate is 1,695 acre
feet per year. For all demand and climate scenarios, except for CNRM85, net groundwater
discharge to streams drops to a negative value at least one time in the future modeling period
(Figure D-55, D-56, D-57 and D-58). The climate scenarios PCMB1, GFDL1, and
MIROCESM85 show a decreasing trend in net groundwater discharge to streams, though
PCMB1 and GFDL1 show dramatic decrease of discharge between 2055 and 2065. For the
high demand scenarios, the net groundwater discharge to streams between 2060-2065 is 310
and 441 acre feet, or 18 % and 26% of historical, for GFLD1 and PCMB1, respectively (Table D7). Climate scenario CNRM85 shows an increase in net groundwater discharge to streams with
discharges ranging 1,702 - 1,945 acre feet per year.

Total Recharge
Total recharge is defined here as the sum of mountain front recharge and extra-channel
recharge. Net-groundwater discharge to streams is not included in total recharge as it was dealt
with in the previous section. Figures D-59, D-60, D-61 and D-62, and table 8 show the total
recharge for all climate scenarios. Climate scenario CNRM85 produces the greatest recharge
with an average of 37,500 acre-feet per year for the high-demand scenario for the period 2060
to 2065. In comparison, the high-demand demand, MIROCESM85 scenario produces 66% as
much at 24,700 acre-feet per year. The average difference between the high- and low-demands
for all climate scenarios is 700 acre feet per year, meaning there is a greater volume of
recharge in the low-demands than in the high-demand scenario.
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Horizontal inflows
Water with poor water quality has been identified in southern Sonoma Valley. To track the
movement of this water under the various demand and climate scenarios, model output was
analyzed to determine the net horizontal inflows from the Baylands subregion to nearby
subregions. The four adjacent subregions that exchange water with the Baylands subregion are:
Rodgers Creek, El Verano, CIty, and Huichica (Figures D-63, D-64, D-65, and D-66). As
previously mentioned, the net storage change is negative for the Baylands for 11 of the 12
scenarios. It is expected that much of these declines are caused by a net negative outflow to
adjacent basins because groundwater pumping will remain low in the subarea due to the area’s
inability to support large areas of agriculture. The net horizontal flux to and from Baylands
shows a near reversal in magnitude from the low- to high-demands. For example, for the climate
scenario CNMR85 under low-demands, net horizontal inflow exceeds 200 acre-feet for a
majority of the future period. Under the high demands for the same climate scenario net
horizontal switches to generally being negative by 2040, commonly falling below -200 acre feet
per year after 2050. The dryer and hotter climate of MIROCESM85 displays similar trends as
CNRM85, but differs in magnitude; net inflow exceeds 200 acre feet per year only 6 times for
the low-demand scenario, whereas after 2030 there is only a handful of times there is any net
inflow with the adjacent subareas. In this same scenario the Huichica and Rodgers Creek
subareas are the greatest receivers of outflow from the Baylands subarea, as would be
expected due to their larger interface.
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Appendix A: Development of a ThreeDimensional Lithologic Model and Well Drillers
Database, Based on Drillers Logs in Sonoma
Valley
A dataset of approximately 3,000 well logs within the Sonoma Valley was compiled to further refine the
distribution of fine- and coarse-grained lithologic units in Sonoma Valley. The Department of Water
Resources maintains a database of well logs submitted to them by registered well drillers. The logs are
submitted whenever a well is drilled within the state. The logs contain information on the construction
of the well, including depth, diameter, purpose of well, location, and a geologic description made by the
well driller. The well drillers are typically not trained geologists but they are experienced in providing
reasonable geologic descriptions. Well logs within Sonoma Valley were geographically located in a GIS
using assessor parcel numbers, well address, and other information. Well logs with insufficient location
information or those with too shallow total depths were removed. The final well log database contains
1,530 well logs (Figure 1).
After compiling the database the lithologic description in each well log was then digitized and reclassified into 10 different classes (Table 1). Similar methods were used in the Santa Rosa Plain by
Sweetkind et al (2010), which were used as basis for converting drillers’ descriptions to reclassified
descriptions. The location and lithologic descriptions were entered into Rockworks Software, along with
datasets representing topography, surficial geology, geophysical logs, and processed gravity data from
Langenheim (personal comm., 2014). The locations of the drillers logs are shown in Figure 1. Numerous
geologic cross-sections were analyzed along with a 3-D lithologic model derived from the well logs.
Figures 2 – 6 show the geologic cross sections made within the basin. Figure 2 displays the legend for all
of the other figures. Four of the cross sections trend northwest and only 1 trends closer to east-west.
Figure 4 shows cross section C-C’ which displays the results of 3 geophysical logs within the basin found
along the section. Geophysical logs are especially reliable and objective information used to characterize
aquifer properties.
The drillers log database developed in the Rockworks Software was further analyzed to develop a 3dimensional lithologic model of the basin. To do this all of the descriptions in the drillers logs were
converted to numerical values that represent each class of lithology. A nearest neighbor routine was
used to interpolate locations between all of the log locations. In order to retain stratigraphic order,
drillers observations were extended horizontally but not vertically. Because of this some of the deeper
well observations were extended farther away from the well location than shallower wells. The 3-D
lithologic model was developed for the geographic area corresponding to the model area. The maximum
depth of the model was 1,700 feet which corresponds to the deepest observation in the basin. The 3-D
lithologic model are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. After generating the model, the output dataset was
analyzed for proportions of fine (clays, shales, etc), coarse (sands, gravels, etc), and volcanics (Sonoma
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Volcanics, ash, and tuffs). This assessment was performed for each layer of the hydrogeogologic
framework and is shown in Figure 9 only for percent coarse for the hydrogeologic framework. The depth
of the volcanic layer was found by determining the depth at which volcanic rocks were more than 50
feet continuous. The depth to volcanics are displayed in Figure 10.
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Appendix B: Evaluating Vineyard Acreage in
Sonoma Valley via the Sonoma County
Agricultural Commission’s Pesticide Permit
Database
The Sonoma County Agricultural Commission (SCAC) requires agricultural farmers in Sonoma County to
submit monthly reports on their use of pesticides. The data was provided to Sonoma County Water
Agency (SCWA) by Cree Morgan of the SCAC and reflects conditions as of April 2015. The data provided
by SCAC was clipped to the geographic bounds of the Sonoma Creek watershed. The acreage reported in
the records should reflect the total cultivated acreage but in some cases may also include features
outside of cultivated areas, such as roads, water bodies and adjacent uncultivated fields. The records
include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acreage of pesticide application
Permit number
Permit year
Permit effective date
Permit expiration date
Site name and location narrative
Purpose of use (eg grape, olive, water)

The records reflect permits issued between January 2008 and March 2015. In their current form, the
pesticide database does not provide a timeline of vineyard development throughout this period, but
rather a roughly 7-year average of total vineyard area. Organic vineyards are a further source of
uncertainty as they would not be included in the pesticide database. More than 85% of the permits are
for wine grapes only. The rest are combinations of wine, olives, water, apples, and other agriculture.

Methods:
The records were analyzed in a GIS by SCWA by visually inspecting the records and comparing them with
aerial imagery, assessor parcel maps, and other sources of information. Duplicate entries were removed
by locating those with overlying boundaries. The total cultivated area in the overlapping areas for
duplicate entries was then calculated manually. All entries with multiple Purpose of Uses were inspected
individually. The vineyard acreage for each was measured manually after assessing whether the
cultivated areas appeared to be vineyards. Despite this detailed approach, previous vineyard mapping
experience in the Sonoma Creek watershed has shown that discriminating between vineyards and olives
is difficult. This bias in measurement technique contributes to an overestimation in the total vineyard
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area. After performing the above tasks, the total areas were tabulated for the entire Sonoma Valley
Watershed and for the Sonoma Valley Groundwater Model Area.

Results:
The totals for the Vineyard acreage are:
Total Sonoma Watershed

Sonoma Valley Groundwater Model Area

SCAC

DWR

SCAC

DWR

15,812

13,608

10,866

10,681

*acres

1,500 acres (5% of the records) specify wine grapes and olives or orchards (and potentially others) as the
Purpose of use. These records were included in the total vineyard areas shown above. The bias
introduced by including them in the total areas is likely far smaller than the 1,500 acres. Mapping of
agricultural fields in Sonoma Valley from 2000 – 2007 by SCWA and others showed that there were 0.8
acres of olives or orchards for every acre of vineyards. Given this ratio and the 1,500 acres of mixed
olive/orchards and vineyards, the total vineyard area may be overestimated on the order of 120 acres.
A greater source of uncertainty is likely incurred by relying on the reported acreage provided by
the permittee. It is expected that most permittees provide an accurate assessment of their total
pesticide, but some apparently do not. For example, a given farm reported a total ~1 acres in their 2011
permit. A new permit was issued in 2015 for the same location under a new name. The acreage for the
2015 permit is cited as ~100 acres. Aerial images in 2011 and 2015 do not show any significant changes
to the cultivated areas, and vineyard mapping dating to 2000 records the location as containing ~120
acres. It is possible that the 2011 permit did in fact represent the actual pesticide usage on the farm.
Regardless of the reason, this small example highlights the uncertainty of relying upon pesticide usage
data as a proxy for vineyard usage in Sonoma Valley.
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Appendix C: Crop FIESW FIESP
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Appendix D: Indoor water use estimates
Future indoor water use estimates are calculated by comparing historical estimates of indoor water use
to those that would arise under California Water Code building regulations. The ratio of the historical
water-use to the California Water Code water use was used to scale the indoor water used in the
historical simulations (ie 0.038/0.065). This calculated water use is then used for the indoor water use
estimates in the future scenarios.
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Appendix E: Low, medium and high demand
curves for future scenarios
Figures show the relations between property area and estimated water use for future rural domestic
pumping estimates.
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Table A1. Daily Streamflow Observations Statistics.

Number of Daily Measurements
Mean
Minimum Flow
25% Percentile of Flow
50% Percentile of Flow
75% Percentile of Flow
Maximum Flow

Agua Caliente #11458500
15,340
69.2 CFS
0 CFS
1.1 CFS
4.4 CFS
29 CFS
8,180 CFS

Kenwood #11458433
3,049
14.58 CFS
0 CFS
0.05 CFS
0.58 CFS
7.1 CFS
1,240 CFS

Table B1: Vineyard subcatchment
areas and groundwater extraction
Annual volumes were subtracted from
BCM recharge to calculate mountain
front recharge.
Year
Vineyard Acreage in Subcatchments
Vineyard Groundwater Demand (acrefeet per year)

1979
370

1986
680

1993
1,972

1999
3,061

2012
3,499

126

231

671

1,041

1,190

Table B2: FMP Crop Types
Crops used in model represent actual crops or groups of crops.
Crop Type
Citrus And Subtropical
Deciduous Fruits And Nuts
Field Crop
Grain And Hay Crops
Idle
Native Vegetation Riparian
Pasture
Semiagricultural
Semipaved
Truck Nursery And Berry Crops
Turf
Vineyard
Walnuts
Water

Crop No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table C1: Groundwater Level observations summary statistics by depth

Zone
Rogers Creek
City
City
City
City
Agua Caliente
Kenwood
Kenwood
Glen Ellen
Glen Ellen
Glen Ellen
El Verano
El Verano
El Verano
El Verano
Huichica
Huichica

Depth
Number of Observations
Shallow
220
Shallow
1,344
Other
214
Medium
131
Deep
243
Shallow
65
Shallow
353
Other
35
Shallow
514
Other
40
Medium
39
Shallow
570
Other
119
Medium
106
Deep
328
Shallow
8
Other
54
Total
4383

Table C2: Stream seepage observations statistics
Each measurement
is composed of
multiple reaches
whose model
values are
aggregated and
used to compare
with observed
data.

Observation date
August, 2014
March, 2014
May, 2003
September, 2010

Gaining

Losing
8
8
4
6

Neutral
6
6
1
3

3
3
4
3

Table C3: Vertical groundwater gradient observation pairs and well screen information.

M15-04A
1
M15-04C

Well Name
SV-MW2-52
SV-MW2-220

Perforated Interval
(depth, feet)
32-52
200-220

2

M15-04C
M15-04E

SV-MW2-220
SV-MW2-480

200-220
460-480

3

N16-06A
N16-06B

SV-MW1-95
SV-MW1-233

85-95
223-233

4

N16-06B
N16-06C

SV-MW1-233
SV-MW1-365

223-233
355-365

5

N16-06C
N16-06D

SV-MW1-365
SV-MW1-455

355-365
440-455

6

K13-04
K13-03

Mon92
Mon674

72-82
542-552

Observation
Group

Table C4: Calibrated aquifer hydraulic conductivity parameter values.
Table describes the name of each
parameter, whether is fixed or tied
to another parameter, which
parameter it is tied to, its
calibrated value, lower and upper
parameter bounds, and the type of
parameter.

Name
hk_1_bay
hk_23_bay
hk_4_bay
hk_56_bay
hk_1_city
hk_23_city
hk_4_city
hk_5_city
hk_6_city
hk_1_eside
hk_23_eside
hk_4_eside
hk_5_eside
hk_6_eside
hk_1_ken
hk_2_ken
hk_3_ken
hk_4_ken
hk_5_ken
hk_6_ken
vk_1_ken
vk_2_ken
vk_3_ken
vk_4_ken
vk_5_ken
vk_6_ken
k_cors_1

Transformation
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed

fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed

Calibrated Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Tied To
1.47E+00
1.00E-06
100
3.75E-01
1.00E-06
100
4.96E-01
1.00E-06
100
1.06E+00
1.00E-06
100
1.64E+00
1.00E-05
1000
2.46E+01
1.00E-05
1000
3.96E-01
1.00E-05
1000
1.50E-01
1.00E-05
1000
2.29E-01
1.00E-05
1000
2.12E+00
1.00E-05
1000
4.32E+00
1.00E-05
1000
8.97E-01
1.00E-05
1000
4.34E-03
1.00E-05
1000
2.68E-02
1.00E-05
1000
3.44E-03
1.00E-06
200
2.45E+00
1.00E-06
200
5.43E-04
1.00E-06
200
7.73E+01
1.00E-06
200
2.59E+01
1.00E-06
200
4.55E-01
1.00E-06
200
8.26E-01
1.00E-06
200
2.08E-01
1.00E-06
200
6.01E-03
1.00E-06
200
3.32E-03
1.00E-06
200
9.58E-03
1.00E-06
200
3.65E-01
1.00E-06
200
5.96E+01
1.00E-03
600

Parameter Type
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Coarse Fraction Endmember (Kc) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_cors_23

1.69E+02

1.00E-03

600

Coarse Fraction Endmember (Kc) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_cors_4

4.43E+01

1.00E-03

600

Coarse Fraction Endmember (Kc) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_cors_5

4.64E+02

1.00E-03

600

Coarse Fraction Endmember (Kc) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_cors_6

8.89E+01

1.00E-03

600

Coarse Fraction Endmember (Kc) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_mix_1

1.92E-03

1.00E-05

10

Fine Fraction Endmember (Kf) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_mix_23

2.13E-04

1.00E-05

10

Fine Fraction Endmember (Kf) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_mix_4

4.24E-02

1.00E-05

10

Fine Fraction Endmember (Kf) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_mix_5

1.16E-02

1.00E-05

10

Fine Fraction Endmember (Kf) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_mix_6

7.97E-05

1.00E-05

10

Fine Fraction Endmember (Kf) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_volcs_1

fixed

5.55E-01

1.00E-05

600

Volcanic Fraction Endmember (Kv) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_volcs_23

fixed

1.14E-02

1.00E-05

600

Volcanic Fraction Endmember (Kv) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_volcs_4

fixed

1.45E+00

1.00E-05

600

Volcanic Fraction Endmember (Kv) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_volcs_5

fixed

1.63E+00

1.00E-05

600

Volcanic Fraction Endmember (Kv) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

k_volcs_6
p_lith_1
p_lith_23
p_lith_4
p_lith_5
p_lith_6
hk_1_nglen
hk_2_nglen
hk_3_nglen
hk_4_nglen
hk_5_nglen
hk_6_nglen
vk_1_nglen
vk_2_nglen
vk_3_nglen
vk_4_nglen
vk_5_nglen
vk_6_nglen
city_an_1
city_an_23
city_an_4
city_an_5
city_an_6
eside_an_1
eside_an_23
eside_an_4
eside_an_5
eside_an_6
bay_an_1
bay_an_23
bay_an_4
bay_an_56
vk4_mult
vk5_mult
vk6_mult
vk_1_sglen
vk_2_sglen
vk_3_sglen
vk_4_sglen
vk_5_sglen
vk_6_sglen

fixed
fixed

1.35E+01
-1.00E+00
-3.26E-02
-7.44E-01
-2.84E-02
-4.27E-02
1.58E-01
2.28E-04
1.48E-01
7.23E-02
4.82E-02
1.35E-02
4.35E-02
2.46E-04
9.01E-04
3.43E-02
1.35E-06
5.22E-03
3.07E-03
4.19E-03
3.39E-02
1.28E-01
1.68E-02
4.38E-05
2.02E-03
1.04E-03
2.06E-02
3.94E-02
3.69E-02
4.59E-01
4.11E-01
3.95E-01
4.43E-01
9.12E-02
2.03E-01
6.64E-01
9.83E-01
1.04E-01
2.31E-01
3.62E-01
1.00E+00

1.00E-05
-1.00E+00
-1.00E+00
-1.00E+00
-1.00E+00
-1
0.000001
0.000001
0.000001
0.000001
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05

600
-0.00001
-0.00001
-0.00001
-0.00001
-0.00001
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
1
1
1
1
1
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Volcanic Fraction Endmember (Kv) Hydraulic Conductivity Endmember, Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

fixed
fixed

tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied

fixed

hk_2_nglen
hk_3_nglen
hk_4_nglen
hk_5_nglen
hk_6_nglen
vk_2_nglen
vk_3_nglen
vk_4_nglen
vk_5_nglen
vk_6_nglen

Power-mean exponent (p), Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Power-mean exponent (p), Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Power-mean exponent (p), Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Power-mean exponent (p), Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Power-mean exponent (p), Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier

Table C5: a) Power-mean exponent, b) Coarse Fraction Endmember, c) Fine fraction Endmember, d) Volcanic Fraction endmember, e) Zone Vertical Conductivity, g)
Anisotropy or Zone multiplier
Each table shows where aquifer parameters are used to define aquifer properties. Refer to figure xx (SV_zones_figure.pdf) for the location of each zone. Parameters for a - d
are used to calculate vertical and hydraulic conductivity of the lithology-based conductivity areas. The values from g) are used as multipliers of either the lithology or zonebased conductivity values.

Zone
a)
Power-mean exponent (p)

b)
Coarse Fraction Endmember (Kc)

c)
Fine Fraction Endmember (Kf)

d)
Volcanic Fraction Endmember (Kv)

e)
Zone Vertical Conductivity

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
-

2
-

3
p_lith_1
p_lith_23
p_lith_23
p_lith_4
p_lith_5
p_lith_6

4
-

5
-

6
p_lith_1
p_lith_23
p_lith_23
p_lith_4
p_lith_5
p_lith_6

7
p_lith_1
p_lith_23
p_lith_23
p_lith_4
p_lith_5
p_lith_6

8
-

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
-

2
-

3
k_cors_1
k_cors_23
k_cors_23
k_cors_4
k_cors_5
k_cors_6

4
-

5
-

6
k_cors_1
k_cors_23
k_cors_23
k_cors_4
k_cors_5
k_cors_6

7
k_cors_1
k_cors_23
k_cors_23
k_cors_4
k_cors_5
k_cors_6

8
-

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
-

2
-

3
k_mix_1
k_mix_23
k_mix_23
k_mix_4
k_mix_5
k_mix_6

4
-

5
-

6
k_mix_1
k_mix_23
k_mix_23
k_mix_4
k_mix_5
k_mix_6

7
k_mix_1
k_mix_23
k_mix_23
k_mix_4
k_mix_5
k_mix_6

8
-

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
-

2
-

3
k_volcs_1
k_volcs_23
k_volcs_23
k_volcs_4
k_volcs_5
k_volcs_6

4
-

5
-

6
k_volcs_1
k_volcs_23
k_volcs_23
k_volcs_4
k_volcs_5
k_volcs_6

7
k_volcs_1
k_volcs_23
k_volcs_23
k_volcs_4
k_volcs_5
k_volcs_6

8
-

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
-

2
-

3
-

4
vk_1_ken
vk_2_ken
vk_3_ken
vk_4_ken
vk_5_ken
vk_6_ken

5
vk_1_nglen
vk_2_nglen
vk_3_nglen
vk_4_nglen
vk_5_nglen
vk_6_nglen

6
-

7
-

8
-

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
hk_1_bay
hk_23_bay
hk_23_bay
hk_4_bay
hk_56_bay
hk_56_bay

2
hk_1_eside
hk_23_eside
hk_23_eside
hk_4_eside
hk_5_eside
hk_6_eside

3
-

4
hk_1_ken
hk_2_ken
hk_3_ken
hk_4_ken
hk_5_ken
hk_6_ken

6
-

7
-

8
hk_1_city
hk_23_city
hk_23_city
hk_4_city
hk_5_city
hk_6_city

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
bay_an_1
bay_an_23
bay_an_23
bay_an_4
bay_an_56
bay_an_56

Zone
2
3
4
5
6
eside_an_1
hk_1_sglen*
eside_an_23
hk_2_sglen*
eside_an_23
hk_3_sglen*
eside_an_4
vk4_mult*
hk_4_sglen*
eside_an_5
vk5_mult*
hk_5_sglen*
eside_an_6
vk6_mult*
hk_6_sglen*
* anisotropy multipliers of lithology based conductivity values

7
vk4_mult*
vk5_mult*
vk6_mult*

8
city_an_1
city_an_23
city_an_23
city_an_4
city_an_5
city_an_6

Zone

Zone

Zone

Zone

Zone
f)
Zone Horizontal Conductivity

g)
Anisotropy or Zone Multiplier

5
hk_1_nglen
hk_2_nglen
hk_3_nglen
hk_4_nglen
hk_5_nglen
hk_6_nglen

Table C6: Calibrated Vertical Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity Values.
Paramater names refer to zones in figure (uzf_zones_vks.pdf). Values are in feet per day.
Table describes the name of each parameter, whether is fixed or tied to another parameter,
which parameter it is tied to, its calibrated value, lower and upper parameter bounds, and
the type of parameter.

Name
uzf1
uzf2
uzf3
uzf4
uzf5
uzf6
uzf7
uzf8

Transformation
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
log
log
log

Calibrated Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Tied to
0.186
0.0001
10000
0.566
0.0001
10000
0.070
0.0001
10000
5.293
0.0001
10000
0.648
0.0001
10000
0.064
0.0001
10000
0.274
0.0001
10000
0.075
0.0001
10000

Table C7: Calibrated aquifer specific storage and specific yield parameter values.
Parameter names refer to zones in figure (uzf_zones_vks.pdf). Values are in 1 per foot for SS and dimensionless for SY.
Table describes the name of each parameter, whether is fixed or tied to another parameter, which parameter it is tied
to, its calibrated value, lower and upper parameter bounds, and the type of parameter.
Name
ss_1_eside
ss_2_city
ss_2_eside
ss_3_city
ss_3_eside
ss_4_city
ss_4_eside
ss_5_city
ss_5_eside
ss_6_city
ss_6_eside
ss1_city
sy_city
sy_eside
sy_rest
ss1
ss2
ss4
ss5
ss6
ss_1_bay
ss_1_ken
ss_1_nglen
ss_2_bay
ss_2_ken
ss_2_nglen
ss_3_bay
ss_3_ken
ss_3_nglen
ss_4_bay
ss_4_ken
ss_4_nglen
ss_5_bay
ss_5_ken
ss_5_nglen
ss_6_bay
ss_6_ken
ss_6_nglen
sy_1_bay
sy_1_ken
sy_1_nglen

Transformation
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed

Calibrated Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Tied to
9.13E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
1.38E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
1.16E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
6.81E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
7.00E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
8.32E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
8.75E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
7.00E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
9.69E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
7.62E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
9.72E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
9.11E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
8.31E-02
1.00E-05
0.35
5.38E-04
1.00E-05
0.35
1.60E-02
1.00E-05
0.35
1.73E-06
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
7.00E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
9.31E-07
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
7.00E-07
1.00E-05
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
4.72E-07
1.00E-07
0.001
6.25E-05
1.00E-07
0.001
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
2.84E-05
1.00E-07
0.001
1.24E-04
1.00E-07
0.001
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
1.51E-07
1.00E-07
0.001
4.53E-05
1.00E-07
0.001
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
1.19E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
4.44E-07
1.00E-07
0.001
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
5.77E-04
1.00E-07
0.001
2.14E-07
1.00E-07
0.001
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
1.07E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
1.35E-06
1.00E-07
0.001
5.00E-02
0.01
0.35
1.06E-02
0.01
0.35
1.00E-02
0.01
0.35

Parameter Type
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Yield
Specific Yield
Specific Yield
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Storage
Specific Yield
Specific Yield
Specific Yield

Table C8: Storage property zone location.
Each table shows where aquifer parameters are used to define aquifer properties. Refer to figure xx
(SV_SS_Sy_zones_figure.pdf) for the location of each zone.

Zone
Specific Storage

Specific Yield

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
ss_1_bay
ss_2_bay
ss_3_bay
ss_4_bay
ss_5_bay
ss_6_bay

2
ss_1_eside
ss_2_eside
ss_3_eside
ss_4_eside
ss_5_eside
ss_6_eside

3
ss1
ss2
ss2
ss4
ss5
ss6

4
ss_1_ken
ss_2_ken
ss_3_ken
ss_4_ken
ss_5_ken
ss_6_ken

5
ss_1_nglen
ss_2_nglen
ss_3_nglen
ss_4_nglen
ss_5_nglen
ss_6_nglen

6
ss1_city
ss_2_city
ss_3_city
ss_4_city
ss_5_city
ss_6_city

Layer
1

Zone
1
sy_1_bay

2
sy_eside

3
sy_rest

4
sy_1_ken

5
sy_1_nglen

6
sy_city

Table C9: Calibrated Horizontal Flow Barrier Hydraulic Characteristics.
Values in feet per day. Tied parameters are not estimated individually in estimation, but are linked to Tied Parameter. See figure xx (SFR
calibrated values.pdf).Table describes the name of each parameter, whether is fixed or tied to another parameter, which parameter it is tied
to, its calibrated value, lower and upper parameter bounds, and the type of parameter.

Name
city_flt
e_side_cen
e_side_nor
e_side_so
ken_fault
calbcr_falt
feldck_flt
glen_n_lo
glen_n_up
glen_s_lo
glen_s_up
glenext_lo
glenext_up
sobrevis_flt
vom_fa1
vom_fa2
vom_n_fa
vom_s_fa

Transformation

tied
tied
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed

Calibrated Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Tied To
1.59E-20
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
3.91E-04
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
3.91E-04
1.00E-20
1.00E+05 e_side_cen
3.91E-04
1.00E-20
1.00E+05 e_side_cen
1578.65
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
9162.01
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
73.31
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
887.98
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
3225.48
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
26071.70
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
2018.28
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
2572.41
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
96.66
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
83318.60
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
10000.00
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
10000.00
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
23.18
1.00E-20
1.00E+05
111.67
1.00E-20
1.00E+05

Fault
City
East Side
East Side
East Side
Kenwood
Calabasas Creek
Felder Creek
Glen Ellen North
Glen Ellen North
Glen Ellen South
Glen Ellen South
Glen Ellen South
Glen Ellen South
Sobre Vista
Valley of the Moon #1
Valley of the Moon #2
Valley of the Moon North
Valley of the Moon South

Table C10: Calibrated streambed conductivity values by stream segment.
Values in feet per day. Tied parameters are not estimated individually in estimation, but are
linked to Tied Parameter. See figure xx (SFR calibrated values.pdf).Table describes the name
of each parameter, whether is fixed or tied to another parameter, which parameter it is tied
to, its calibrated value, lower and upper parameter bounds, and the type of parameter.

Name
sfr_seg1
sfr_seg2
sfr_seg3
sfr_seg4
sfr_seg5
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg7
sfr_seg8
sfr_seg9
sfr_seg10
sfr_seg11
sfr_seg12
sfr_seg13
sfr_seg14
sfr_seg15
sfr_seg16
sfr_seg17
sfr_seg18
sfr_seg19
sfr_seg20
sfr_seg21
sfr_seg22
sfr_seg23

Transformation
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
tied
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
tied
tied
tied
tied

Calibrated Value Lower Bound Upper Bound
0.046
0.0001
100
0.033
0.0001
100
0.022
0.0001
100
1.646
0.0001
100
0.003
0.0001
100
0.112
0.0001
100
0.028
0.0001
100
0.002
0.0001
100
0.015
0.0001
100
0.175
0.0001
100
0.016
0.0001
100
0.044
0.0001
100
0.002
0.0001
100
2.637
0.0001
100
0.050
0.0001
100
0.077
0.0001
100
0.240
0.0001
100
0.001
0.0001
100
0.088
0.0001
100
0.013
0.0001
100
0.006
0.0001
100
0.040
0.0001
100
0.003
0.0001
100

Tied to
sfr_seg1
sfr_seg1
sfr_seg1
sfr_seg1
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg6

sfr_seg23
sfr_seg23
sfr_seg23
sfr_seg23

Table C11: Table of calibrated values for General Head Boundary Conductance, Fraction of inefficient losses to surface water related to precipitation, and
Crop Coefficient Scale Factors
Table describes the name of each parameter, whether is fixed or tied to another parameter, which parameter it is tied to, its calibrated value, lower and
upper parameter bounds, and the type of parameter. Each parameter is described along with its units.

Name

Transformation

ghbk

Calibrated Value

Lower Bound

0.014

Upper Bound

0.0001

Tied To

10000

natfiesw

0.86

0.5

0.9

urbfiesw

0.85

0.85

0.99

gnhfiesw

fixed

0.88

0.6

0.95

vinfiesw

fixed

0.94

0.5

0.95

scl_kcswfl

1.4

0.6

1.4

scl_kcswsp

0.63

0.6

1.4

scl_kcswsu

1.4

0.6

1.4

scl_kcswwn

1.4

0.6

1.4

Parameter Description

Units

General Head Boundary Conductance

feet squared per day

Native Vegetation Crop Type; Fraction
of in-efficient losses to surface-water
related to precipitation
Dimensionless
Semipaved Crop Type; Fraction of inefficient losses to surface-water related
to precipitation
Dimensionless
Grain and Hay Crop Type; Fraction of inefficient losses to surface-water related
to precipitation
Dimensionless
Vineyard Crop Type; Fraction of inefficient losses to surface-water related
to precipitation
Dimensionless
Crop Scale Factor for January through
March
Dimensionless
Crop Scale Factor for April through
June
Dimensionless
Crop Scale Factor for July through
September
Dimensionless
Crop Scale Factor for October through
December
Dimensionless

Table C12: Waterlevel residuals and metrics by zone
(residual = measured water level - simulated head)

Average
residual, feet
Agua Caliente
City
El Verano
Glen Ellen
Huichica
Kenwood
Rogers Creek

-4.6
-3.4
-15.2
-3.3
-14.6
-14.6
-5.6

Median
residual, feet
-1
-1.2
-15.3
-6.4
-7
-6.7
-4.3

Minimum
residual, feet
-28.6
-125.9
-168.4
-163.2
-122.5
-107.7
-19.2

Maximum
residual, feet
13.4
69.7
48.6
154.4
21.7
17
1.6

Root mean
square error,
in feet
14.1
23.3
29.4
33
30.7
25.6
7

Normalized
root mean
Number of
square error, Observations
in percent
18.1
65
8.3
1,932
13.6
1,123
8.1
593
21.9
62
12.1
388
32.6
220

Number of
Deep Wells
0
6
13
0
0
0
0

Number of
Medium Wells
0
5
3
2
0
0
0

Number of
Other Wells
0
12
9
5
1
2
0

Number of
Shallow Wells
3
33
13
15
1
19
7

Table C13: Cumulative Groundwater Budget for Entire Groundwater Model Area
Values in acre-feet per year
Long-term and Short-term conditions reflect changes from October to September of respective years.

Mountain Front Recharge
Head Dependent Boundaries
Stream Leakage
Recharge
Inflow From Agricultural Wells

INFLOWS
Entire Model Period, 1969 to 2014
Long-Term Conditions, 2004 to 2014
1,258,200
249,500
100
0
39,100
8,900
263,600
50,000
300
200

Short-Term Conditions, 2009 to 2014
107,900
0
4,500
22,700
100

Wells (Domestic & Public Suppliers)
Head Dependent Boundaries
Stream Leakage
Surface Leakage
Agricultural Pumping
Groundwater ET

OUTFLOWS
Entire Model Period, 1969 to 2014
Long-Term Conditions, 2004 to 2014
97,400
30,700
0
0
115,400
23,700
900,300
169,700
132,900
36,100
327,200
56,500

Short-Term Conditions, 2009 to 2014
15,500
0
10,900
69,900
17,800
25,400

Change in Storage

-11,500

* Values have been rounded to nearest 100 acre-feet per year
Sum of budget terms may not equal total storage change due to rounding and numerical output.

-8,300

-4,200

Table C14: Groundwater Budgets by Subarea
Yearly Average for the period: October
2009 - September 2014
(acre-feet per year)

Mountain Front Recharge
Head Dependent Boundaries
Stream Leakage
Recharge
Inflow From Agricultural Wells

Baylands
2,632
2
138
1,339
0

City
3,363
0
215
552
6

INFLOWS
Agua Caliente
971
0
127
244
1

El Verano
2,795
0
177
490
5

Glen Ellen
6,425
0
121
739
1

Huichica
153
0
0
379
1

Kenwood
3,519
0
29
447
1

Rogers Creek
1,730
0
100
348
6

Wells (Domestic & Public Suppliers)
Head Dependent Boundaries
Stream Leakage
Surface Leakage
Agricultural Pumping
Groundwater ET

Baylands
8
0
15
2,166
152
2,079

City
1,153
0
261
1,910
552
492

OUTFLOWS
Agua Caliente
18
0
543
364
73
265

El Verano
868
0
764
1,218
1,069
611

Glen Ellen
446
0
377
4,983
175
770

Huichica
130
0
0
44
248
77

Kenwood
335
0
151
2,746
485
385

Rogers Creek
151
0
64
549
807
395

Flow Between Subareas

338

36

-188

923

-791

-11

-39

-267

Change in Storage

38

-198

-110

-142

-258

22

-145

-52

Table C15: Groundwater Storage Change by Subarea and Depth
Values are change in storage from 1969 to 2014, in acre-feet

Depth Category
Subarea
Agua Caliente
Baylands
City
El Verano
Glen Ellen
Huichica
Kenwood
Rogers Creek
Total

Deep, Layer 5, 6

Storage Change, in acre-feet
Medium, Layer 2, 3, 4

Shallow, Layer 1

-400
-125
-1,925
-1,150
-400
-975
1,200
-725
-4,500

-300
0
-25
-25
-2,675
-25
-50
-25
-3,125

-875
-1,250
-1,475
-2,025
1,325
1,675
-175
-1,100
-3,900

Table C16: Comparison of Simulated Groundwater Budgets for 1974 to 2000
All values are averages for period in acre-feet per year

IN:

SVMW1
33,519

SVMW2*
60,087

Subtotal

33,519

60,087

Subtotal

1,489
1,489

103
103

Head Dep Bounds
Subtotal

2
2

Subtotal

1,333
1,333

6,919
6,919

Stream Leakage
Subtotal

863
863

Drain to Bay Muds
Drain to streams other than Sonoma Creek
Outflow to Sonoma Creek
Outflow to San Pablo Bay
Subtotal

1,070
0
27,889
726
29,685

NA**
49,244**
11,325
3
60,572

Surface Leakage

20,763

Stream Leakage
Head Dep Bounds
Subtotal

2,641
0
23,404

Total Pumping

7,296

7,622

Total Pumping

4,560

Groundwater ET

7,784

Change In Storage

-443

Recharge

Inflow From San Pablo Bay

Inflow from Sonoma Creek

OUT:

Change in Storage

-641

-1,085

*Values were extracted from Bauer 2008 MODFLOW budget file. Values in report not used.
** Drain to Bay Muds and Drain to Streams other than Sonoma Creek are combined into single value.

This study
Mtn Front Recharge
UZF Recharge
Subtotal

28,319
6,095
34,414

Table C17: Parameter Sensitivities and Identifiabilities for Calibrated Parameter Values

Parameter
natfiesw
urbfiesw
scl_kcswsu
scl_kcswsp
scl_kcswfl
scl_kcswwn
e_side_cen
city_flt
ghbk
precip_mlt
sfrmult
mtn_n
mtn_wc
mtn_se
vk6_mult
vk_6_sglen
vk5_mult
vk_5_sglen
vk_3_sglen
vk_4_sglen
vk4_mult
vk_1_sglen
k_cors_6
k_cors_1
k_mix_4
k_mix_1
p_lith_23
k_cors_23
k_mix_5
p_lith_6
k_cors_4
k_mix_6
k_mix_23
k_cors_5

Sensitivity
0.21
0.21
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.11
0.18
0.13
0.14
0.83
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.13

Identifiability
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.89
0.93
0.77
0.61
0.71
0.80
1.00
0.85
0.93
0.90
0.90
0.71
0.67
0.64
0.72
0.76
0.69
0.59
0.82
0.74
0.94
0.74
0.85
0.80
0.73
0.59
0.62
0.73
0.70
0.82
0.71

Parameter Group Name
Crop Runoff from Precip.
Crop Runoff from Precip.
Crop Scale Factor
Crop Scale Factor
Crop Scale Factor
Crop Scale Factor
Fault Hydraulic Characteristic
Fault Hydraulic Characteristic
General Head Boundary
Inflow Multiplier
Inflow Multiplier
Inflow Multiplier
Inflow Multiplier
Inflow Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter

Parameter
ss_4_city
ss2
sy_city
sy_rest
sy_eside
ss_1_eside
ss_3_eside
ss_4_eside
ss5
ss_2_city
ss4
ss_6_city
ss_6_eside
ss1_city
ss6
ss_2_eside
ss_3_city
ss_5_eside
ss1
ss_5_city
sfr_seg23
sfr_seg6
sfr_seg1
eside_an_1
city_an_1
eside_an_23
city_an_5
bay_an_56
bay_an_1
city_an_23
bay_an_4
bay_an_23
eside_an_6
eside_an_4
city_an_4
city_an_6
eside_an_5

Sensitivity
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
22.50
0.18
0.12
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

Identifiability
0.64
0.81
0.83
0.95
0.70
0.79
0.71
0.80
0.78
0.66
0.63
0.81
0.65
0.75
0.88
0.77
0.75
0.69
0.61
0.68
1.00
0.78
0.69
0.52
0.89
0.64
0.69
0.77
0.80
0.66
0.74
0.63
0.61
0.63
0.65
0.69
0.65

Parameter Group Name
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Storage Zone Paramater
Streamflow Routing Conductance Multiplier
Streamflow Routing Conductance Multiplier
Streamflow Routing Conductance Multiplier
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Anisotropy

Parameter Sensitivity
0.18
uzf6
0.13
uzf8
0.10
uzf7
0.20
hk_6_eside
0.20
hk_1_eside
0.17
hk_6_city
0.17
hk_23_eside
0.16
hk_4_eside
0.14
hk_23_city
0.13
hk_5_eside
0.13
hk_4_city
0.12
hk_1_city
0.12
hk_5_city
0.12
hk_1_nglen
0.22
vk_1_nglen

Identifiability
0.69
0.81
0.56
0.75
0.78
0.69
0.65
0.71
0.69
0.86
0.82
0.86
0.76
0.80
0.87

Parameter Group Name
Vertical Saturated Conductivity for UZF
Vertical Saturated Conductivity for UZF
Vertical Saturated Conductivity for UZF
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity

Table C18: Mean and Sum of Parameter Sensitivities and Identifiabilities by Group for Calibrated Parameter Values.

Parameter Gourp Name
Crop Runoff from Precip.
Crop Scale Factor
Fault Hydraulic Characteristic
General Head Boundary
Inflow Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Multiplier
Lithology-Based Conductivity Parameter
Storage Zone Paramater
Streamflow Routing Conductance Multiplier
Vertical Anisotropy
Vertical Saturated Conductivity for UZF
Zone Horizontal Conductivity
Zone Vertical Conductivity

Sensitivity Sum
0.42
0.75
0.30
0.14
1.42
1.10
2.06
2.75
22.80
1.89
0.41
1.64
0.22

Sensitivity Mean
0.21
0.19
0.15
0.14
0.28
0.14
0.17
0.14
7.60
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.22

Identifiability Mean
0.98
0.82
0.55
0.69
0.84
0.57
0.62
0.60
0.76
0.57
0.51
0.66
0.82

Identifiability Sum
1.96
3.29
1.09
0.69
4.21
4.54
7.41
11.98
2.27
8.00
1.53
7.21
0.82

Constant
Baseline
Assumptions

Variable Baseline Demand
Assumptions

Table D1: Future Baseline Scenarios: From 2014 to 2065

Climate Input
for Scenarios

Increase in Agricultural
Irrigation (Vineyard)

Municipal Suppliers

Rural Residential Growth
Small Public Water
Systems and golf
course/playing field
irrigation
SVWWTP recycled water
deliveries
Surface-water diversion
PCMB1
CNRM85
GFDLB1
MIROCESM85

Notes:
CNRM85: Hot/wet, no mitigation
GFDLB1: Warm/dry, no mitigation
MIROCESM85: Hot/dry, no mitigation
PCMB1: Warm/wet, highly mitigated

Low Demands

Medium Demands

High Demands

Low (10 acres/year)

Medium (50 acres/year)

High (90 acres/year)

Projected 2015 UWMP
groundwater demands for
VOMWD and COS.

Continue 2009 - 2014 average
in GW Pumping for COS and
VOMWD.

ABAG growth. Conservation
measures enforced via CA
Building Codes and Water
Efficient Landscape Ordinances

Extrapolate 2009 - 2014 average GW Pumping
for COS and VOMWD accounting for growth.
Assume no additional imported water beyond
existing water rights beginning in 2040 and
additional demands made up by local
groundwater.

ABAG growth. Historic parcel
demands applied to all
parcels.

ABAG growth with local build-out. Local buildout reflects maximized growth under general
plans. New parcels have increased demands.

Small systems suppliers such as mutual systems, golf course, wineries, other commercial users, etc. continue
pumping at 2009 - 2014 rates
Continue at 2009 - 2014 rates
Run 1
Run 4
Run 7
Run 10

Continue at 2009 - 2014 rates
Run 2
Run 5
Run 8
Run 11

Run 3
Run 6
Run 9
Run 12

Table D 1- Future baseline scenario matrix
Matrix describes the input for the 12 model scenarios. The variable baseline demand assumptions in each column are applied to the model
simulations in that same column. UWMP = Urban Water Management Plan, VOMWD = Valley of the Moon Water District, COS = City of Sonoma,
ABAG = Association of Bay Area Governments.

Table D2: Sonoma County General Plan Land Use Code Development Restrictions

Land Use Code
PQP
LI

Description
Public and Quasi Public
Limited Industrial

Residential Development Permitted
No
No

LCTS

Limited Commercial - Traffic
Sensitive

No

RVSC
UR
DA
RR
RRD
LIA
GC
LEA
SPLIT
LC

Recreation and Visitor
Serving Commercial
Urban Residential
Diverse Agricultural
Rural Residential
Resources and Rural
Development
Land Intensive Agricultural
General Commercial
Land Extensive Agricultural
Split
Limited Commercial

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table D 2 - Sonoma County General Plan Land Use Code Development Restrictions
Land use types used to restrict development of rural domestic units in the future baseline modeling scenarios.

Table D3: Vineyard Expansion Growth Rates

Land-use records used in regression

Development Rates
(acres per year)

Low-Growth

2000, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2012

10

MediumGrowth

Average of Low- and High- Growth

50

High-Growth

1999,2000, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2012

90

Table D 3 - Vineyard Expansion Growth Rates

Table D4: Total vineyard area for model and subcatchment areas for each growth scenario

Year
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
2055
2060
2065

Low Growth, Area (acres)
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706

Subactchments: Vineyard Area
Medium Growth, Area (acres)
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,708
3,743
3,743
3,744

High Growth, Area (acres)
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,706
3,743
3,743
3,761
3,819
3,860
3,874
3,920

Year
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
2055
2060
2065

Low Growth, Area (acres)
12,144
12,190
12,242
12,293
12,345
12,391
12,443
12,494
12,540
12,592
12,643

Groundwater Model: Vineyard Area
Medium Growth, Area (acres)
12,265
12,511
12,764
13,011
13,263
13,510
13,763
13,981
14,228
14,474
14,727

High Growth, Area (acres)
12,385
12,833
13,281
13,734
14,147
14,595
15,025
15,393
15,829
16,265
16,667

Table D6: Groundwater storage change for all future climate scenarios for each groundwater subarea.
Values are in acre-feet and represent the change in storage from 2014 to 2065.

Climate Scenario
PCMB1

CNRM85

MIROCESM85

GFDLB1

Demand Scenario
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Average

Rogers Creek

Kenwood

Huichica

Glen Ellen

El Verano

Agua Caliente

City

Baylands

617
281
-267
640
351
-95
-1,037
-1,598
-2,411
651
313
-233
-232

-2,410
-2,844
-3,542
-1,751
-2,092
-2,799
-5,339
-5,732
-6,538
-2,939
-3,285
-4,051
-3,610

2,018
1,829
1,519
2,485
2,300
2,044
1,065
778
337
1,961
1,734
1,383
1,621

1,335
687
-424
2,429
1,830
862
-2,450
-3,219
-4,459
1,621
973
-138
-79

1,673
1,299
764
1,646
1,307
813
-1,235
-1,828
-2,697
2,001
1,619
1,058
535

842
629
321
954
760
480
-618
-894
-1,299
1,010
790
471
287

3,197
2,333
895
3,785
3,078
1,856
-444
-1,667
-3,693
3,197
2,275
649
1,289

-229
-955
-2,190
289
-271
-1,144
-2,600
-3,880
-5,930
-148
-963
-2,346
-1,697

Table D 4 - Groundwater storage change for all future climate scenarios for each groundwater subarea
All values are in acre-feet and represent the change in storage from October 2014 to December 2065.

Table D7: Average surface-water groundwater exchange for years 2060-2065 for all future baseline scenarios.
Values in acre-feet per year

Climate Scenario
PCMB1 Climate Scenario
CNRM85 Climate Scenario
GFDLB1 Climate Scenario
MIROCESM85 Climate Scenario

Low Demands

Medium Demands

High Demands

878
1,946
747
968

706
1,850
574
804

441
1,702
311
569

Low Demands

Medium Demands

High Demands

33,164
38,318
29,778
25,232

32,886
38,012
29,493
25,036

32,418
37,549
29,000
24,704

Table D8: Average groundwater recharge for years 2060-2065 for all future baseline scenarios.
Values in acre-feet per year

Climate Scenario
PCMB1 Climate Scenario
CNRM85 Climate Scenario
GFDLB1 Climate Scenario
MIROCESM85 Climate Scenario

Chapter A Introduction

Figure A 1 - Study Area Setting

Figure A 2 - NCDC Station #8351, General Vallejo Home
Values represent average monthly precipitation and temperature for the record at NCDC Gage 8351.

Figure A 3 - Precipitation Observed at NCDC Gage 8351, General Vallejo Home
Blue shading in backgroud are wet years when 5-year running means are greater than average, based on PRISM data..

Figure A 4 - Streamflow hydrographs for Kenwood Gage (#11458433) and Agua Caliente Gage
(#11458500)

Figure A 5 - Model Grid Location and Hydrogeological Framework Cross-Section Locations
Black lines show the locations of the Hydrogeological Framework Cross-Sections Shown in Figure A6.

Figure A 6 - Model Cross Sections of Hydrogeological Framework and Simplified Layering Areas

Figure A 7 - Subregion Water Balance Areas

Chapter B

Figure B 1 - Streamflow Routing Cells, Unsaturated-Zone Flow Cells, Farm-Management Process Cells,
and General Head Boundary Cells
Streamflow routing segment numbers are shown in white, UZF and FMP cells are coincident. Numbers are only
used as idenitifiers.

Figure B 2 - Model Grid Cell Thicknesses

Figure B 3 - Model Grid Cell Depths

Figure B 4 - Hydraulic Conductivity Zones: Homogenous and Lithology-Based
Homogenous zones are homogenous for each layer but may be different from layer to layer, and the lithologybased conductivity values are based upon the lithology found in each grid cell and can also change from layer to
layer. The lithology-based conductivity areas are further altered through the use of multipliers which are
denoted by numbers.

Figure B 5- Aquifer Specific Storage and Specific Yield Zones

Figure B 6 - Horizontal Flow Barriers in Model Domain
Faults are represented with the horitontal flow barrier package (HFB) in MODFLOW-OWHM.

Figure B 7 - UZF Vertical Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity Zones
Labels on each zone refer to UZF vertical saturated conductivity (VKS) parameter.

Figure B 8 - SFR Stream Segment Widths
Stream cross sections for each stream segment, with segment and stream width denoted in top left of each plot, and shown in red. Stream segment
locations shown in Figure B1

Figure B 9 - Incorporating Mountain Front Recharge Into Groundwater Model

Figure B 10 - Vineyard Land Use within Mountain Front Subcatchment Areas
Vineyard areas in subcatchment used in calculating groundwater extraction from BCM recharge.

Figure B 11 - Rural Domestic Demands within Mountain Front Subcatchment Areas
Estimated rural domestic demands in subcatchment used in calculating groundwater extraction from BCM
recharge. Demands shown are per parcel.

Figure B 12 - Yearly Subcatchment Rural Domestic Demands
Estimated yearly rural domestic demands in subcatchment used in calculating groundwater extraction from BCM recharge

Figure B 13 - Yearly Total Mountain Front Reacharge

Figure B 14 - Subcatchment Runoff to Streamflow Routing Segments

Figure B 15 - Yearly subcatchment runoff
Subcatchment runoff is routed directly to stream segments and is an output of the BCM.

Figure B 16 - Public Water Supplier Yearly Pumping, by Type

Figure B 17 - Total Estimated Rural Domestic Pumping by Year and Month

Figure B 18 - Monthly Crop Coefficients
Monthly crop coefficients from Allen et al (1998), Gibeault et al (1989), Snyder et al (1987a, 1987b), and Brush
et al (2004).

Figure B 19 - Crop Irrigation Schedules
Crop schedules are used in FMP control when crops receive irrigation.

Figure B 20 - Total FMP Crop Coverage in Groundwater Model Area
Crop coverage represents total area used as input to FMP. Top box indicates data source, where DWR is land use datasets produced by the California
Department of Water Resources, and SCWA mapping utilize preceeding DWR dataset as template. Only crop types with areas >1% are labeled.

Figure B 21 - FMP Crops, 1974 - 1993
FMP crop input datasets.

Figure B 22 - FMP Crops, 1999 - 2004
FMP crop input datasets.

Figure B 23 - FMP Crops, 2005 – 2012
FMP crop input datasets.

Figure B 24 - Total FMP Farm Coverage in Groundwater Model Area
Farms consist of irrigable crops, and farms may grow in size over time.

Figure B 25 - FMP Farms, 1974 – 1993
FMP Farm input datasets.

Figure B 26 - FMP Farms, 1999 – 2004
FMP Farm input datasets.

Figure B 27 - FMP Farms, 2005 – 2012
FMP Farm input datasets.

Figure B 28 - Historical BCM Precipitation
BCM precipitation for groundwater model area. Boxplot to right represents 25th, median, and 75th percentile, from bottom to top.

Figure B 29 - Historical BCM Potential Evapostranspiration
BCM potential evapotranspiration for groundwater model area. Boxplot to right represents 25th, median, and 75th percentile, from bottom to top.

Figure B 30 - Monthly BCM Precipitation
Each boxplot represents 25th, median, and 75th percentile, from bottom to top, for the entire simulation.

Figure B 31 - Monthly BCM Potential Evapotranspiration
Each boxplot represents 25th, median, and 75th percentile, from bottom to top, for the entire simulation.

Figure B 32 - Surface Water Diversions in Groundwater Model Area
Permitted diversions were derived from the eWRIMS database using the reported face value

Figure B 33 - FMP Farm Points of Diversion

Figure B 34 - Sonoma Valley Wastewater Treatment Plant Recycled Water Deliveries

Figure B 35 - Recycled Water Delivery Locations

Figure B 36 - Total number of farm wells

Figure B 37 - FMP Farm Wells

Chapter C

Figure C 1 - Groundwater Level Observation Locations by Depth

Figure C 2 - Number of groundwater level observations per year used in model calibration

Figure C 3 - Stream Gage Observation Locations

Figure C 4 - Agua Caliente Monthly Discharge, 1973 – 1981
Discharge separation into baseflow and runoff was performed with HYSEP (Sloto and Crouse, 1996), and the ratio of baseflow to runoff was used to
determine baseflow periods.

Figure C 5 - Agua Caliente Monthly Discharge, 2001 – 2014
Discharge separation into baseflow and runoff was performed with HYSEP (Sloto and Crouse, 1996), and the ratio of baseflow to runoff was used to
determine baseflow periods.

Figure C 6 - Kenwood Monthly Discharge, 2008 – 2014
Discharge separation into baseflow and runoff was performed with HYSEP (Sloto and Crouse, 1996), and the ratio of baseflow to runoff was used to
determine baseflow periods.

Figure C 7 - Streamflow Seepage Observations for May 2003
Data from Farrar et al (2006).

Figure C 8 - Streamflow Seepage Observations for September 2010

Figure C 9 - Streamflow Seepage Observations for March 2014

Figure C 10 - Streamflow Seepage Observations for August 2014

Figure C 11 - Vertical Groundwater-Differences Observation LocationsFigure
Locations are equipped with nested groundwater wells and are used as calibration metrics.

Figure C 12 - Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layers 1 – 4

Figure C 13 - Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layers 5 – 6

Figure C 14 - Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity for Layers 1 – 4

Figure C 15 - Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity for Layers 5 – 6

Figure C 16 - Calibrated Horizontal Flow Barriers Hydraulic Characteristics (feet per day per foot)
Each segment is a calibration parameter and values overlying each segment are the calibrated value.

Figure C 17 - Calibrated Streambed Conductivity (feet per day per foot)
Map of final calibrated streambed hydraulic conductivity values.

Figure C 18 - a) measured versus simulated groundwater elevations, b) simulated water elevation
versus residual, and c) distributions of residuals for each zone.
The 1:1 line in a) and b) represent perfect model fit. Residuals = observed - simulated. Distributions are scaled
by number of observations for each group in c). White point in each is the group median, and black box is the
inner quartile range, representing the 25th and 75th percentiles.

Figure C 19 - Average Shallow Residuals.
Simulated heads are the composite simulated head. Shallow wells are generally within layers 1 through 3. See
text for details.

Figure C 20 - Average Medium and Deep Residuals.
Simulated heads are the composite simulated head. Medium and deep wells are generally within layers 4
through 6. See text for details.

Figure C 21 - Shallow Simulated Hydraulic Heads for Spring 2012
Shallow simulated composite hydraulic heads for layer 1 for Spring 2012. Residuals are observed - simulated,
and simulated are derived from layers 1 through 3.

Figure C 22 - Deep Simulated Hydraulic Heads for Spring 2012
Deep simulated composite hydraulic heads for layer 6 for Spring 2012. Residuals are observed - simulated, and
simulated are generally derived from layers 4 through 6.

Figure C 23 - Key Hydrographs: Groundwater Level Observation Locations by Depth

Figure C 24
Figure C24 A - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the City Subarea: N13-01, N14-03, O14-01
and O15-01

Figure C24 B - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the City Subarea: N13-01, N14-03, O14-01
and O15-01

Figure C24 C - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the City Subarea: N13-01, N14-03, O14-01
and O15-01

Figure C24 D - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the City Subarea: N13-01, N14-03, O14-01
and O15-01

Figure C 25
Figure C25 A - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 B - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 C - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 D - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 E - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 F - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 G - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 H - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C25 I - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the El Verano, Rogers Creek, and Huichica
Subarea: K13-03, K13-04, K13-14, K15-03, L14-01, M15-04A, M15-04C and M15-04E, M18-02

Figure C 26
Figure C26 A - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the Glen Ellen and Kenwood Subarea: G04-02,
H05-03, and J07-03

Figure C26 B - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the Glen Ellen and Kenwood Subarea: G04-02,
H05-03, and J07-03

Figure C26 C - Measured and simulated hydrographs for the Glen Ellen and Kenwood Subarea: G04-02,
H05-03, and J07-03

Figure C 27
Figure C27 A - Observed and simulated hydraulic head differences
(Top) K13-04 is the upper well and K13-03 is the lower well; (Bottom) simulated and observed hydraulic head
differences for K13-03 and K13-04.

Figure C27 B - Observed and simulated hydraulic head differences
(Top) M15-04A is the upper well and M15-04C is the lower well; (Bottom) simulated and observed hydraulic
head differences for M15-04C and M15-04A.

Figure C27 C - Observed and simulated hydraulic head differences
(Top) M15-04C is the upper well and M15-04E is the lower well; (Bottom) simulated and observed hydraulic
head differences for M15-04E and M15-04C.

Figure C27 D - Observed and simulated hydraulic head differences
(Top) N16-06A is the upper well and N16-06B is the lower well; (Bottom) simulated and observed hydraulic
head differences for N16-06B and N16-06A.

Figure C27 E - Observed and simulated hydraulic head differences
(Top) N16-06B is the upper well and N16-06C is the lower well; (Bottom) simulated and observed hydraulic
head differences for N16-06C and N16-06B.

Figure C27 F - Observed and simulated hydraulic head differences
(Top) N16-06C is the upper well and N16-06D is the lower well;(Bottom) simulated and observed hydraulic head
differences for N16-06D and N16-06C.

Figure C 28
Figure C28 A - Observed and simulated hydrographs and flow duration curves for Agua Caliente and
Kenwood gaging stations
a) and b) hydrograph for Agua Caliente (11458500), from 1970 to 1982, and c) flow duration curve plot for the
same period.

Figure C28 B - Observed and simulated hydrographs and flow duration curves for Agua Caliente and
Kenwood gaging stations
d) and e) hydrograph for Agua Caliente (11458500), from 2000 to 2015, and f) flow duration curve plot for the
same period.

Figure C28 C - Observed and simulated hydrographs and flow duration curves for Agua Caliente and
Kenwood gaging stations
g) and h) hydrograph for Kenwood (11458433), from 2008 to 2015, and i) flow duration curve plot for the same
period.

Figure C 29
Figure C29 A - Observed and simulated surface-water groundwater exchange
a) May 2003, b) September 2010, c) March 2014, and d) August 2014.

Figure C29 B - Observed and simulated surface-water groundwater exchange
a) May 2003, b) September 2010, c) March 2014, and d) August 2014.

Figure C29 C - Observed and simulated surface-water groundwater exchange
a) May 2003, b) September 2010, c) March 2014, and d) August 2014.

Figure C29 D - Observed and simulated surface-water groundwater exchange
a) May 2003, b) September 2010, c) March 2014, and d) August 2014.

Figure C 30 - Simulated groundwater model budget for groundwater model area
Simulated budget components with inflows stacked above zero and outlows stacked below zero. The cumulative storage change is the sum of the
yearly budget fluxes.

Figure C 31 - Simulated budget components for a Wet, Dry, and Average Year

Figure C 32 - Total yearly groundwater pumping by user and area
Top plot shows the land-use data source used as input in the simulation, and bottom box shows yearly groundwater pumping as either in the
groundwater model area or in the subcatchment area, and by type.

Figure C 33 - Yearly groundwater pumping by user and subarea

Figure C 34 - Yearly Evapotranspiration of Irrigation, Groundwater Pumping, and Recycled Water Deliveries
Graph shows yearly sums for farms that receive recycled water.

Figure C 35 - Yearly and monthly mountain front recharge and extra-channel recharge by zone
Left plots are the calendar year sums of mountain front recharge and extra-channel recharge for each zone, and
the right plots are the mean monthly inflow for both components for January, February, March, and December.
Inflow for the rest of the months are combined into other months.

Figure C 36 - Yearly and monthly net stream leakage by zone
Left plots are the calendar year sums of stream leakage for each zone, and the right plots are the mean monthly
inflow for each month.

Figure C 37
Figure C37 A - Simulated Horzontal inflow and outflow between adjacent subareas for the model simulation area

Figure C37 B - Simulated Horzontal inflow and outflow between adjacent subareas for the model simulation area

Figure C 38 - Simulated monthly budget for active and non-active farm areas
Active farm areaas (top two plots) are model cells with irrigated agriculture. The bottom two plots are areas without active irrigation and includes
native vegetation, non-irrigated agriculture, urban areas, and others. Q-p is precipitation, Q-nrd is non-routed deliveries (recylced water), Q-SRD is
semi-routed deliveries (SFR diversions), Q-wells is groundwater pumping, Q-egw is evaporation of groundwater, Q-tgw is transpiration of
groundwater by plants, Q-ei is evaporation of irrigation, Q-ep is evaporation of precipitation, Q-ti is transpiration of irrigation, Q-tp is transpiration of
precipititation, Q-run is runoff, and Q-dp is deep percolation.

Figure C 39 - Average Farm Water Use in 2009 - 2014, for May - September, for Active Farms
Active farm areaas (top two plots) are model cells with irrigated agriculture. The bottom two plots are areas without active irrigation and includes
native vegetation, non-irrigated agriculture, urban areas, and others. Q-p is precipitation, Q-nrd is non-routed deliveries (recylced water), Q-SRD is
semi-routed deliveries (SFR diversions), Q-wells is groundwater pumping, Q-egw is evaporation of groundwater, Q-tgw is transpiration of
groundwater by plants, Q-ei is evaporation of irrigation, Q-ep is evaporation of precipitation, Q-ti is transpiration of irrigation, Q-tp is transpiration of
precipititation, Q-run is runoff, and Q-dp is deep percolation.

Figure C 40 - Histogram of Total Storage Change

Figure D 1 - Future Rural Domestic Development
The projected number of new dwelling units to be developed for each transportation analysis zone. Data
derived from Plan Bay Area UrbanSim (2013).

Figure D 2 - Year of Parcel Development for Future Rural Domestic Demands

Figure D 3 - Projected Rural Domestic Groundwater Demand for the Low-Demand Scenarios

Figure D 4 - Projected Rural Domestic Groundwater Demand for the Medium-Demand Scenarios

Figure D 5 - Projected Rural Domestic Groundwater Demand for the High-Demand Scenarios

Figure D 6 - Vineyard Expansion Projections

Figure D 7 - Vineyard Expansion Model Input: Elevation

Figure D 8 - Vineyard Expansion Model Input: Slope

Figure D 9 - Vineyard Expansion Model Input: Aspect

Figure D 10- Vineyard Expansion Model Input: Hydrologic Soil Group
Data from Soil Survey Staff (2015).

Figure D 11 - Vineyard Expansion Model Input: Marsh Conditions (Shallow Groundwater)
Data from Soil Survey Staff (2015).

Figure D 12 - Vineyard Expansion Model Subcatchment Areas Available for Vineyard Conversion

Figure D 13 - Vineyard Suitability Logistic Regression Value
Values represent tendency of areas to be converted to vineyards. Areas in white cannot be converted.

Figure D 14 - Future Vineyard Expansion for Low Growth Scenario of 10 acres per year

Figure D 15 - Future Vineyard Expansion for Medium Growth Scenario of 50 acres per year

Figure D 16 - Future Vineyard Expansion for High Growth Scenario of 90 acres per year

Figure D 17 - City of Sonoma Future Low-Demand Scenario
Demands are from the Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP).

Figure D 18 - Valley of the Moon Future Low-Demand Scenario
Demands are from the Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP).

Figure D 19 - City of Sonoma Future Medium-Demand Scenario
Demands derived from 2008 - 2014.

Figure D 20 - Valley of the Moon Future Medium-Demand Scenario
Demands derived from 2008 - 2014.

Figure D 21 - City of Sonoma Future High-Demand Scenario
Scenario based upon projected population growth for City of Sonoma and SCWA water rights.

Figure D 22 - Valley of the Moon Future High-Demand Scenario
Scenario based upon projected population growth for VOMWD and SCWA water rights.

Figure D 23 - Scatter plot of future precipitation and temperate change compared to historic baseline
Data from Flint et al (2015)

Figure D 24 - Future BCM Precipitation
BCM precipitation for groundwater model area for future scenarios. Boxplot to right represents 25th, median, and 75th percentile, from bottom to
top.

Figure D 25 - Future BCM Potential Evapotranspiration
BCM Potential Evapotranspiration for groundwater model area for future scenarios. Boxplot to right represents 25th, median, and 75th percentile,
from bottom to top.

Figure D 26 - Future BCM Runoff from Subcatchments to SFR Stream Segments

Figure D 27 - Mountain front recharge for Low-Demand scenarios

Figure D 28 - Mountain front recharge for Medium-Demand scenarios

Figure D 29 - Mountain front recharge for High-Demand scenarios

Figure D 30 - Total Groundwater Budget for Climate Scenario CNRM85

Figure D 31 - Total Groundwater Budget for Climate Scenario GFDL1

Figure D 32 - Total Groundwater Budget for Climate Scenario MIROCESM

Figure D 33 - Total Groundwater Budget for Climate Scenario PCMB1

Figure D 34 - Zone budgets for Climate Scenario CNRM85

Figure D 35 - Zone budgets for Climate Scenario GFDL1

Figure D 36 - Zone budgets for Climate Scenario MIROCESM

Figure D 37 - Zone budgets for Climate Scenario PCMB1

Figure D 38 - Change in simulated groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario CNRM85
with Low demands

Figure D 39 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario CNRM85 with
Medium demands

Figure D 40 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario CNRM85 with High
demands

Figure D 41 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario GFDL1 with Low
demands

Figure D 42 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario GFDL1 with
Medium demands

Figure D 43 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario GFDL1 with High
demands

Figure D 44 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario MIROCESM with
Low demands

Figure D 45 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario MIROCESM with
Medium demands

Figure D 46 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario MIROCESM with
High demands

Figure D 47 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario PCMB1 with Low
demands

Figure D 48 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario PCMB1 with
Medium demands

Figure D 49 - Change in groundwater head for layers 1, 3 and 5, from Spring 2014 to Spring 2065, for Climate Scenario PCMB1 with High
demands

Figure D 50 - Total groundwater pumping in groundwater model area by type for climate scenario CNRM85

Figure D 51 - Total groundwater pumping in groundwater model area by type for climate scenario GFDL1

Figure D 52 - Total groundwater pumping in groundwater model area by type for climate scenario MIROCESM

Figure D 53 - Total groundwater pumping in groundwater model area by type for climate scenario PCMB1

Figure D 54 - Average Farm Water Use in 2060-2065, for May-September, for Active Farms
Q-p is precipitation, Q-nrd is non-routed deliveries (recycled water), Q-SRD is semi-routed deliveries (SFR
diversions), Q-wells is groundwater pumping, Q-egw is evaporation of groundwater, Q-tgw is transpiration of
groundwater by plants, Q-ei is evaporation of irrigation, Q-ep is evaporation of precipitation, Q-ti is
transpiration of irrigation, Q-tp is transpiration of precipitation, Q-run is runoff, and Q-dp is deep percolation.

Figure D 55 - Yearly groundwater discharge to streams for Climate Scenario CNRM85
Positive values are net flow to streams, and negative values are net flow from streams to groundwater.

Figure D 56 - Yearly groundwater discharge to streams for Climate Scenario GFDL1
Positive values are net flow to streams, and negative values are net flow from streams to groundwater.

Figure D 57 - Yearly groundwater discharge to streams for Climate Scenario MIROCESM
Positive values are net flow to streams, and negative values are net flow from streams to groundwater.

Figure D 58 - Yearly groundwater discharge to streams for Climate Scenario PCMB1
Positive values are net flow to streams, and negative values are net flow from streams to groundwater.

Figure D 59 - Yearly recharge for Climate Scenario CNRM85
Recharge is composed of extra-channel recharge and mountain-front recharge and does not include surface-water groundwater exchange.

Figure D 60 - Yearly recharge for Climate Scenario GFDL1
Recharge is composed of extra-channel recharge and mountain-front recharge and does not include surface-water groundwater exchange.

Figure D 61 - Yearly recharge for Climate Scenario MIROCESM
Recharge is composed of extra-channel recharge and mountain-front recharge and does not include surface-water groundwater exchange.

Figure D 62 - Yearly recharge for Climate Scenario PCMB1
Recharge is composed of extra-channel recharge and mountain-front recharge and does not include surface-water groundwater exchange.

Figure D 63 - Net Horizontal Inflow to Baylands from neighboring subareas, for Climate Scenario CNRM85
Net inflow is the yearly sum of flow between the Baylands and subregions listed. Positive values represent a net inflow into the Baylands from nearby
region. Blue line shows cumulative storage change.

Figure D 64 - Net Horizontal Inflow to Baylands from neighboring subareas, for Climate Scenario GFDL1
Net inflow is the yearly sum of flow between the Baylands and subregions listed. Positive values represent a net inflow into the Baylands from nearby
region. Blue line shows cumulative storage change.

Figure D 65 - Net Horizontal Inflow to Baylands from neighboring subareas, for Climate Scenario MIROCESM
Net inflow is the yearly sum of flow between the Baylands and subregions listed. Positive values represent a net inflow into the Baylands from nearby
region. Blue line shows cumulative storage change.

Figure D 66 - Net Horizontal Inflow to Baylands from neighboring subareas, for Climate Scenario PCMB1
Net inflow is the yearly sum of flow between the Baylands and subregions listed. Positive values represent a net inflow into the Baylands from nearby
region. Blue line shows cumulative storage change.
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Figure 7 - Sonoma Valley 3-D lithologic Model Section Locations
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